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Is is great affirm j ma • lir the
11IVI Wt. and It is that
V has a isance n od 
reid astr oil her bj ead of
ii elute I undion of dried:Mem
via tilie tribesmen. Today the
Statile.. Tangier correspondeol.
in his ilispal4 he.. declares that
foreign legations have made an-
nouriremettt of places of ryfuge
fee torelgner. tit ease of
weary. Thia, of courroe, Indicate*
that the situation is I.,•ry grave.
tterilgetee from ;Fez have arrived
at Tangier on the Preach cruiser
Du Cherie, from La ItOstie.
FIIIE.
Nlaylield, Ky., Sept. 2. tspel
reeidenee- of James
Carter. 4.1I SOCtil street, aas de-
stroyed. by lire y•-stertiay, the re-
sult of the etplortion of a coal
oil r-tove. Sr) One was Injured,
but the hotroe rottl bouscliolt1
wools are a total Irv... iro.or.
NUCC of 411, 400 coverod the
- hoUPe. but Ir. Carter will he
_out betweem We, sad $1 ,000 rot
_ow tieemetelib.- 104114141i
SNIITHLAND.
Sandhi:1mi, Ky., Sept. 2. (Spe-
cial.)—Everett .lenninge, the
well known 1/ern4crutic ()Tutor,
of Marli,aomIlle, opened the corn-
y:11ga in Living/den county IA lib
all /Waren% today. There s-an a
small attendance.
JUDGE BREATHITT
TO SPEAK AT BENTON
With Mayor Bingham, of Louis-
VIII.'. openly declaring the Democrat-
ic City and County primary will be a
farce and a fraud4 end the state ad-
min.,.trat:on acquiescing in -the nomi-
natien of the old machine's candidate
for Moor. Owen Tyler. the Kentucky
metropolis is practically certain to go
Republican and the state Republican
committee is invading the stronghold
of the opposition with th-Kr most va-
liant orators. Betiton will greet
Judge James Breathitt. of Hopkins-
%elle. Thursday, September 19.
Judge Breathitt is candidate for at-
torney general, perhaps, the leader of
the Kentuay bar, and an Ohio
without a peer in the state. He will
speak Septernb6r lk at Eddvrille.
DOCTORS ON OUTING
TO ILLINOIS LAKES
Doctors and their wives, members
of the MeCracken County Medical so-
ciety, enjoy their last summer's
owing se Metropolis lakes tontiortow,
leaving the wbarfhoat at 9 o'clock In
a gasoline launch and returning at 4
o'clock. There will be a —b-arbecue
followed by this program: The Rev.
W. T. Bolling. "The Preacher and the
Doctor"; Gr. C. E. Purcell. -Hay Fe-
ver and its Treatment"; Dr. S. Z.*
Helland, "Remittent. Fever": Dr.
Carl Sears. "Anatomy of Epithelial,
connect lye, muscular and nervous.
ONE DF.AD, FOUR HURT.
Result of Auto Accident—Driver Un-
(sniffler With Read.
Elmira, N. Y. Sept. auto-
mobile plunged over an embankment
at Pine City near here today, killing
11 R. Smith and injuring four others.
The chauffede, was unfamiliar with
eta road land when they automoteile




Bingham and His Colleagues
Reftlae to make Race.
Kay the Pant Record of Democratic
Mschlite Assures Them They
W111 Be 1)4.1'e:tutted.
ARE DE.SERTF.D HI' FRANKFORT.
In declining to go before the Dein-
ocratic nit), and county primary in
Louisville, Mayor Bingham and the
other officers, who were appointed by
Governor Beckham and now appar-
ently have been deserted, make the
following statement:
The Stastemeat.
le.ulsville, Ky., Aug. 311, 1907.
To the Public:
We accepted the offlee to which we
were respectively appointed by Gov-
trnor Beckham with full apprecia-
tion of the high honor conferred or
us, but also with the full apprecla-
tiou of the stern duties which were
thus Imposed, We felt that we were
agreeing to perform a high duty, not
unly to the Democratic party, but also
to the people of this city and counts
- -a duty which could not be avoided
or belittled, a duty which must be
faithfully carried out no matter what
the eenatemences niight be to us or
to others. We took an oath to do that,
and we have tried to keep that pledge
without fear, without partiality and
without ill will to any man. We have
misrepresented nobody; but we have
concealed nothing which the taxpay-
ers had a right to know. They have
a right to know how their atairs have
been and are being administered. We
are Democrats and always have been.
We believe he serves his party beat
who serves the people b,st.
Were Willing to Run if 1seured Fair
Play.
When we accepted this trust from
a Ormoeratic governor, we expected
 babouidailtlatas laatar46414- Dawn-
cratic party for its eperoval and noui
Inatiou. If we had riot so intended,
we would not have meepted the trust.
We have been iseliitig, ever since_ u
appointment. to submit ourselves to
a Democratic- primary, provided we
were reasonably well assured that we
should have fair play at the hands of
the Democratic committees of this
city and county. When we perceived
from the proceedings of the public
meeting called by this committee, at
the Seelbach in July. that a majority
of the committee sympathized with
and seemed to give encouragement
to the men who had lost office or
employment for one reason or an-
other but through no personal
on our part, and, who. from envy or
spite, were determised in advance to
misrepresent and injure us, even
though the Democratic party should
be thereby weekened In its ,cornIng
struggle, we felt that we could not
get fair play before the committee.
Nevertheless, we sought to bring
abbut an agreement, which, while
protecting us from injustice, would
give aseurance of fair play to every-
body. That was all we desired. We
viere willing to submit our claiMs to
our Democratic fellow-citizens in a
clean, falrecace. but were not willing
to put ourselves in the unrestrained
power of our declared enemies, who.
as everybody knows, had long been
eharged bg many Democrats with ac-
tive partisanship and gross Injustice
In the primare conducted by them in
1903 and in 1905. and whose actions
in the election of lend were con-
demned by the court of appeals, all
of the judges but one being Demo-
crats.
Promise to Insure Fair Play Not Car-
ried Out.
In .luly the local committee.
through Mr. H. H. Hines, chairman
of the state executive committee, of-
fered to grant our request for proper
safeguards in the coming primary
and he, in their name, proposed to
incorporate twelve articles as part of
the rules for the primary. These ar-
ticles were then and there reduced to
writing in the presence of Governor
Beckham. Mr. Hines. .Tulge Lincoln
and Mr. Bingham, and we still have
them as then written'. They seemed
fair to us, and seemed likely to se-
,,,cure fairness to every candidate. We
accepted them in good faith and were
assured by Mr. Hines that he had of-
fered them by the authority of the
local committee, and that they would
be embodied in the rules. When the
rubes' were published by the eommit-
--
(Continued on Fag* rbAlf ).
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Fall Race Meet will be a Big IMMORAL HOUSES
Event for Horsemen in Purchase GIVEN ATTENTION
as well as in Adjoining States
The fastest raced ever run In west- Free-for-all Trot—Palmer 
House
ern Kentucky will be every day teat- purse, 3 In 5 
 400
urea of the big fall meet of the Mat-(Half Mile sad 
repeat—Running 104)
inee club, during the horse show. Mile Dash—Running 
 100
September 24, 25, 26 and 27. Horses Wednesday, Septembe
r 26 
from MI - 1184144.44a
particularly Kentuekde Tennessee, 2:15 Class—Pace, Pad
ucah Trac-
Illinois and Missouri will be entered Bon Co. purse. 3 in 6 
 $06
as the big purses make the meet most Half Mile and Re
peat—Kenning 14:10
,tttrsrth'e to horsemen.- • --st.tte Novelty Tare 
   TOO
Everything Is in shape now to Three-quarter Mile Dash
  100
take care of the horses and their Thursday, 
September 26.
owners, and the Matinee club hopes 2:25 Class—Trot, 3 In
 5 125'd
thus to make racing a regular an- 2:20 Class—
Pace, '3 in 5  2'50
nual event.
The officers of the matinee club
are: A. S. Thompson. president:
John W. Keller, vice president:
George H. Goodman, secretary and
treasurer; F. C. Burnett, assistant
secretary, and the directors are Ben
Weille. Virgil Sherrill, V. J. Blow
and Walace Well.
The program for the four
dr.racing is:
Tuesday, September 24.
2:35 Class—Trot. I in. 5...$250
2:35 class—Pace :3 Ili  260
Free for-all Jace---Paducah Brew-
ery purse, 3 in 5  400
Half Mile Repeat—Running  
Mlle Dash—Running  100
Friday, September 27.
2:20 class—Trot, consolation, 3
in 5 
2502:20 Clase—Pace. consolation, *3 
in 6  250
2:1 5Class--- Trot, Belvedere purse.
3 in 5  300





Rev. J. R. Henry Calls for Halt
for Calm Introspection and
Holy Meditation.
"Meditation.". taken from g verse
of the Psalmist, wall the-theme of
the Rev. J. R: Henry's first sermon
at the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
church yesterday morning. after his
return from his vacation. It was a
plea for a Mated period every day
for introspection and meditation, a
'Steer 212101 from the bustling and
Jostling of line. The speaker said
we, as a people, suffer with mental
indigestion as much as with physical
indigestion, the national III. He corn
oared the mind to a factory into
which the suggestions of books and
sermons are Introduced as raw ma-
terial to he made Into the finished
product by the process of thought
and meditation. Ile distinguished
calm meditation from rapid mental
action. He showed how it was only
by constant meditation and Isolatlen
from the world that greitt ideas
great inventions and great discover-
ies are born, and the beautour 1m
agery of the poet created.
I Messrs.. Gregory Harth, Oswald
Cheek. Edwin Randle, James Coc.tvan
Lined Robertson and William Wil-
helm are spending the day hunting
sqiiiirels out near Maxou'r. Mill,
POWDERLY IS COMING
TO THE CONVENTION
Will Make Address on
Immigration to the As-
sembled Delegates
While Commissioner General of
intmigration Sergeant cannot attend
the immigration convention In this
city on account of conflicting dates.
he has arranged with T. V. Powderly.
chief of the Information department
bureau of ImmIgratIon, to attend and
address the delegates.
The excursionists from Anna, Ill.,
cannot come at the time of the con-
vention. but Secretary Coons will go
there this week to consult with them
and arrange for the entertainment of
1,500 fruit growers, who are coming.
SOFT DRINK MAN IS
ROBBED OF HARD MONEY
John Whitelow. colored, proprietor
of a soft drink dispensary at Thir-
teenth and Clay streets, was held up
last night about 12 o'clock by three
negTo men at Ninth and Clay streets
They had pistols and while one held
the pistol on Whitelow, the other two
searched him and secured $41 In
naah. They ran after the robbery,
and Whitelow reported to the pollee
station as soon as he got to a tele-
phone.
Instructing specifically for an in-
quisition Into houses of alleged im-
moral character. Circuit Judge Wil-
liam Reed sent the vane jury to its
room this morning. His instructions
were the seine as characterlsis—every
criminal term of circuit court except
in regard to immorality and gamb-
ling,
The Jury.
The first action of Cirsnit -Judge
William ht. Reed this morning was
the eumaneling of the grand jury.
The jury follows:
L. L. Jones, foreman; W. H. Pat-
terson, clerk; C. A. Torrence, James
Womble, Joseph Ullman, J. W.
Hughes, VS'. T. Alexander. Joe Feast.
J. H. Childress, George W. Bcniwell,
J. A. Dickerson and James Conrey.
Following the empaneling of the
NIT Judge Reed began calling tte
conillion law doeket. Nothing but rou-
tine whet( will be done today and to
morrow the petit jury will be empan-
elts•des gonean  ttheiat)r,egular trial of criminalca
GALA DAY
I. %Bolt IS Cirs.I.EllitATING AND
EVIIIRVIIIODY (WT.
Streets Crowded With Working Men
Firmilies and All .1ppeer
To Be Happy,
IAbor Day for 1907 will long be
remembered. Municipal officers. al-
dermen, councilmen, pollee judge. the
mayor, city clerk, city treasurer, in
tact every city employe, including the
entire fire deo/0111141A and what part
of the police force could be spared,
participated in the parade
Councilmen. aldermen, policemen
end other city offic als formed at the.
sity hall, The fire department, every
'ompany, formed at different parts of
the business section as directed by
the grand marshal. Little delay was
occasioned. Eviry trades union hay
been coached and knew itsplace, The
carpenters from 11..tyfield participat-
nd.
Laboring men in ail el-asses of
eaPb. some In overalls, some in white
raps and trouttere. tilled the streets
from 'early morning, eager and ax-
oils to participate in the parade.
The hest of orde;wae preserved. Wo-
men and children were on the streets
waiting for the moneter parade.
Many unions built boat* and added
to the length of the parade. Some of
the floats were works of art, having
revered several days to build.
••••••-rf
FARMERS ARE KEPT
AT HOME BY CROPS
Yet Many go to Benton to
Hear Great Debate,
Dr. Hen L. Bruner %and .0111e James
Will speak at Court House .
at 1 O'clock.
JOHN ALLEN MAKES ADDRESS.
(By Staff Correspondent.)
Benton, Ky., Sept. 2.-- Benton will
divide with Paducah the Labor Der
crowd on account of the joint debate
he re between Congressman 011ie
James and Dr. Ben Bruner, of Hart
county. Republican candidate for
secretary of state. It begins to look
as if all Marshall county would be lu
town by noon. but the arrivals prob-
ably wIll slacken shortly, as the de-
mands of the tobacco fields ant corn
will keep a good many farmers away
from the speaking, and later speak-
ers will get better attention from
the husbandmeu of Marshall. Experts
estimate the crowd already gathereo
here at nearly 1,000."
The speaking will take place at the
court house at I o'clock. At II
o'clock John Alien, of Guthrie, be-
gan his address to the dark tobacco
growers. The court room is comfort•
ab:y filled and close attention is be-
ing given to the orator,
The Order of the speaking this af-
ternoon will be Dr. Bruner at 1
e'clock, followed by 011ie James.
Then T. B. McGregor, Republican
candidate for the legislature, will ad-
dress the people, and John L. Smith
of Kuttawa will close. . • •
BELL NICHOLS.
Lyon County %'o44',, Dry.
Kuttawa. Ky.. Sept. 2.-- Lyon
county Saturday voted against open
saloons, the "drys" winning by a
majority of 510 The total number
of votes cast was 1,4.16. The elec-
tion was quiet, although a great deal
of interest was manifestat
COURSE OF TRUE LOVE;
GOODNESS, HOW ROUGH!
When Lon Tucker, colored, and his
"lady love." Mettle Bush, left Row-
landtown park Saturday night they
were Or excellent spirits. Before they'
reached home, however, they quarrel-
led and as a result are In jail. await.
lug" trial for malicious assault and
malicious cutting, respectively. Tuck-
er started the treuble by flooring Mat
tie with a brick at Twelfth and Har-
rison streets. )(little did not approve
of such conduct and pulling a mur-
derous looking knife from the folds
of her dress. stabbed Lou twice In
the left side, one missing the heart
onlyby the fraction of an Inch. Pa-
trolmen Ferguson and Prince made
the arrest.
There should be deieloped a high
social organization to include such




TO ROB MARKET MAN
For the second time in two years
highwaymen held up Ed Donor. the
tenan market mate while he was
coming into market at Twelfth ana
Flournoy streete. at 3 o'clock In the
morning. They svere colored, and
drew. guns on the plucky marketman
who slashed at one of them with a
hatchet and whipped up his horse, es-
caping.,Two years ago he was held
up in the' same place and robbed = of
$115.
THOSE ON RET1102:11 LIST.
Of the United Staten Army Should RP
Exempt From dury Duty.
Washington, Sept, 2.— The war
department has decided not to inter-
fere to ecure the exemption of re-
tired officers and enlisted men offi-
cially from jury duty. It is said, how-
ever, that retirement does not change
the status of such men, for they still
remain part of the army and are en-
titled to exemption because of ,beina
on military duty. The state courts..
It Is believed, may be depended upon
to determine what civic duties by re-
tired soldiers do not Interfere with
military duty•
There should be better opportuni-
ties for social and Intellectual life of
value to young people and to Women.
NteseTs. Henry Rudy and Robert










eTtek-LA hieeette•ke_sukei tete AND NiGine
%VALI-WI-le; CIRCUS, SElefEmiteet to,
SNAKII BITE IS Ss() EANCER CURE tany better than any other o... lie
has heard of the heart: of a rattle-
pee-I-edit. Story of Ette snake being swallowed while fresh
Caere' Venom—$r- .for consumption, and the flesh and
leen Oil No Good. blood' are frequently recommended
for certtain ills.
liar 0rg, a., Sept. 2.—State Ilikt is generally believed.," Dr. Sur-
Zoologist eurface, an authority on face sa, "not only la America, but
the snakes indigenous to Pennsyl- In other parts of the eartb, that If a
yenta, diecrudits the story from Port snake can be made to bite a second
Jet vie. No Ye Ihike aaneerfreWeeeSelaeleesne In The eame place R will by so
that town was cured of cancer by doing cure the Ills inilictel by its first
being bitten on the leg by a rattles bite This Is, of course, nonsense, as
Pr eurface
gsnake.
Dr. Surface Fa)S that while there
Is a general belief in the medisinal
qualitiee of certain parts of snakes,
this belief Is touteled on superstition,
and no pert of ate serpent has any
no du inal vette-, Many persona Tee-
Fn. h1.•111,11!.!n a.s the gall of
a snake for snake bite, its oil for
theureatein and deafness,
and Its skei to be %torn like the skin
of an ee: ter seeear ;roubles.
In many tete, of the country the
oil 114.om I-hake, lee a high roamer-
cell verde .for its ..iti.do!“•t11 curative
geallties. It Is liteuelit to be a lure
/lire for deal-toe-. but Dr urface
••! !.0 • ehy this is
OE
For the Man who Cares.
The Argyle
Florshcim 1907 Oxford
Models are now ready—
distinctive style and soild
comfort are pronounced
features. It is a shoe "for










and LY D 0 N
are other supirriffltious beliefs and
quack remedies. No snake and no
part of any snake has any curative
or medicinal quality whatever. and
persons Milo trust in them are tieing
so at the peril of their own welfare."
The Port Jervis story is that Mrs.
Wilhelmina ',ogling was bitten on the
leg by a tee*, and 11‘ leg began
swelling reeticle until e reached a
canceroue 'growth. Who it the doctor
arrited he gave the woman a sedative
and told_ her to prepare for death.
Instead of feing, however, she be-
gan to imprete, and slowly the swell-
ing went down, and now the cancer
is disappearing.
- The l'opeee Boyhood.
Thee is a tery interesting charac-
r skeeli at the pope in "The Bon-
er." which Is etlf Led by Mrs. Robert
eetle. 1 ,apee. father was beadle
tap lit! ‘iflag of Ruse Otl_FlopeS
the Venetiin Alps, earniag -ed. a
d:e„ealai owhing a small cot-
(nee of s,e rooms, and also the proud
eosseesor-of three fields and a cow.
his 'wife was for many -years the vil-
lage seanistreas. Of the family of
ten, eight are living. The popees
only brother is a postmaster near
Mantua, hie sister Tereea kr,(41s the
tiny inn wheh steeds close to his
father's; home, anober sister mar-
ried the sacristan of Salzano, a third
teeter a tailor, whilA three otheett—
Bose, Merle Anna---who' kept
)house for the pope when he was
Patriarch of VetTee. tow live in e
tirement not far front the vatican.
There was plenty of work for litte
Joseph, runnlfg the errands and
es,:eug after the family cow, until
e ent to the village scaml. Then
.e parish priest prevailed on the
eye; father to give him a better edu-
ation than the village could afford.
:id SO it became nesessary for the
:titure pope to tramp five miles every
day to attend school at-Castelfranee.
It is told that the lad often trudged
along barefooted, with his books
lung over his shoulder, and that his
lunch was a piece of bread which he
‘.arried in his trousers pocket. The
eope has always been a great worker.
To work Is to be happy," he say,





eautell the Great at The Kentucky.
Manager Hanyie elluksen. of Buf-
falo. N. Y., will, 'present the Great
Saute!' and al -star cultured vaude-
ville company at The Kentucky for a
season of three nights and SaturJay
matinee. commencing Thursday,
September 5. The company consiets
of 20 well known and popular per-
termer' and will undoubtedly give
one of the strongest vaudeville shows
evee seen in Paducah. The manage-
ment claims that theetbow is unique.
novel ankamusing. consisting of all
the latest songs, dances, sketches and
pantomime extravagance. Among
the company are such Timone arests
as Santell, Holliston and Ifolmes,
Cameron and Toledo, Blanche Pearl,
Burton Sisters, Daly and O'Brien,
Williams and Dale, Foy and John-
son and Johnny Jones. It has been
decided be, the management to play
this splendid attractlon at popular
prices.
The Carl Hagenbeck and Great
Wallace Shows Combined which ex-
hibit at Paducah Monda, September
lte have the only great blue-faced,
red-nosed baboon in captivity. lie is
a giant in size and possessed of the
strength of a hundred men. He pre
seats a grotesque appearance with
his nexture of fantastic embellish-
ments and repulsive ferocity as he
grins at the startled thousands—a
degenerate man or a redeemed brute,
which is he
This giant mandril has passed
through the Car] Hagenbeck Bellow
of trained animals nod has thrown
aside many antics of the brute crea-
tion and taken on many of the Idto-
bilictaalea of the Antes Watt
He is at once a wonder and a mys-
tery. The colors of the rainbow are
emblazoned on the creature's form,
but alwaysein the very spots where
one would least expect to see them.
A.bright enure glows, not in his eyes
of "heavenly blue," but on each s:de
of his nose, where the snout is wide-
ly expanded and swollen Into two
enormous masses. The surfaces of
theeircurious and very unprepossess-
ing projeetionn are bedizened with
the certeean tint above mentioned.
lenes of brilliant scarlet and deep
purple alternate with the blue and
the extremity blazes with a fiery red.
The general color of the fur Is an
olive brown tint fading into gray on
the under side of his limbs, and the
cilin Is decorated with a small yellow
beard. The ears are small devoid
of fur, and of a black color with a
tinge of blue.
His queer grimaces and w:se ex-
pression provoke both smiles and
serious reflection. Does he think?
Is the gleam of Intelligence which
occasionally Semites from his eye in
dicative Of brain power? Or is It
merele imagination and should this
mandrill be treated as an animal of
the brute creation?
"Do you regard yourself as a
servant of the republic?"
"Oh. yell," answered Senator Sor-
ghum: "but the fact that I am a eer-
eant of the republic doe, not make
me forget that I am the political









Direct from New York-
• Hippodrome.
An All Star Cast
Advanced Vaudeville
Company.
10 Big Star Acts-10
The most popular form of
amusement in Ameri-
ca today.









(I Matinee and Night
Prices: - Matinee 25c and 50c; Night 25e4to $1.00
Former Governor Durbin Declares
That He was Offered a Huge Bribe.
Indeinapolis, Ind., Aug. 31.—Win- et:aeon to the case outsnit of 1.
fited T. Durbin,. governor of Indiana
from 1901 to 1905, made the settee-
Hone' statement last night that soon
after his Inauguration as governor
attempts were swede to bribe him to
turn over William A, Taylor, Ken-
tucky's refugee governor, to the au-
thorities of that state for trial on
the charge of conspiracy to assess:-
ate Senator Goebel.
The sum offered ex-Gov. Durb it.
according to his own statement, was
1113.000 in cash.
Mr. Durbin -aid that Taylor had
been advised of the attempted brib-
ery after it was made, and was cog-
nizant of all that had transit:red:eat
the meeting at whet the $93,000
was offered. - -
Durbin Invited To Conference,
Ex-Gov. Durbin said the first et-
forts to bribe hint came In the shape
of invitations to meet "certain gen-
Comen in C:neinnati•' to discuss the
connection of Taylor with the Goebel
murder. He cheened the Invitation.
saying that he would give no consid-
The Big Map.
The biggest, map that ever was
made, a map that will take genera-
tions to complete, is to have material
additions made to It this summer.
It Is the topographic' survey map of
the United States being made by the
geological survey, and this year k!ld
work is to be done In thirtysone
states and four territories.
The people who live in locelities
that have already been completely
surveyed and who know about the
map find it an invaluable aid. It Is
prepared in such detail that every
hamlet is shown and even every
house, except where the buildings are
clemely crowded ttgether in cities.
Every road and path,. every stream
and ford and bridg.s, every', and
every stage of elevation of every
hill are shown with precision.
The government manages to com-
plete about 35.000 square miles of
this map every year at a cost of
$1:50,04Y41, or about $10 a square
mile. It has finished with Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and
New Jersey, and t* almostdone with
several other states. Altogether a
little over a third of the area of the
country has been covered. The states
that contribute to the work are get-
ting flie earliest benefit. Note only
do they have maps made on a larger
Ft-ale but they have thirteen addi-
tional sheets completed or nearly
tompicted this summer. Even Alaska
is coming In for benefit, and the most
importtant inning districts will soon
have maps oe a scale of about ode
mile to an loch.
All the field work for this map is.
of course, tioae in the summer time.
It is a pleasure to know that during
the silly season there is some useful
where.-- Record-Herald.
office.
State Senator Wilkie'', since den •
was then asked to come to Gincei
natl. He met a number of Kentuek-
tans in a hotel. there by appointmen•
They told hint they were anxious ;
have Taylor returned to Kent in k
for trial, that there then remained
total of $93,000 in the $100 see
propriatem voted by the 1 -
All this, they sail, would be
fully paid to the Indiana execute
he would surrender Taylor to tl
Kentucky authoritiemeor mat ,
bible for them to get him e
Ohio river into that state.
Frowns on Proposal.
According to Biukley's report
the governor they were no.
lar itow the thing was ace...
as long as they succeeded in e.
Taylor in custody. but they in..
peen the entire $13,040 woo!d. -
paid for such a service.
Binkley is mild to have left t
room as noon as the propositien
made, thereby indicating that
would have nothing to do -with it.
Diplomatic Dancing.
Dancing is, in fact, an accomplish-
ment which, In „thy old world. is in-
dispensable to every monarch, to
every statesman, and to every diplo-
mat. The.royal or imperial quadrille
with which most cinert balls are
opened on lheioteer side of the At-
lantic, are full-fledged official func-
tions. In which a cabinet minister or
an ambassador may be called upon
to take part at asy time, and in
which he Is required to acquit him-
self with grace and skill.
A n envoy, who declined to join In
a square dance of this kind on the
plea of ignorence, might very well
injuriously affect thereby the -inter-
ests of the country which he repre-
sents, while poor old Emile leoubeet.
when president Of.the French -repub-
I Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
He, was forced; sorely aeainst bis
will, to dance a few steps of the royal
quadrille with Queen Altaandra, ate,
the state ball, given in his honor at I.
Buckingham palace fin spite of b
pleas that be had never danced 1,
fore in his life) lest the friendly r.
latlons of England and France sheti
be impaired by tho eirculatiOn of
some foolish story to the effect-thati
the president had refused to dance'
with the queen, or that the latter had
declined to figure as the partner of I
the chief magistrate of the French
republic.---Pittsburg Dispatch.
Suitable Precaution.
Patient—I have conic to commit you
about, my memory. whirls has been
sompletely at fault lately.
Doctor- Ah, very remarkableeient T
ought to tell you beforetuttal thnt In
these eamerof make It a rule that my
patients pay In advance.
Something In a Yews.
We have noticed of late that there
has been an increase of aw I
among t a les. At flret thought
this seemed to be a lapse from good
form, but 'now we notiee In a *Cued
conteinporary that yawning is quite
fashionable and that it has back or
If scientific fashion, which is that it
Is healthy. There could be no bet-
ter baste for a fashion than that It is
the practice of health. It may reveal
in a few cases some irregularities of
teeth, but we are all Mortal, and the
teeth may not have been one's pride.
BSA the true soul does not Observe
these discrepancies, but stands out
on the sunny slopes of the "new
thought" and admires the yawn as
the self-assertion of a toffy soul.
And whets on the trolley you see Au-
relia. across thlt way, opening wide
the portals of her fair face, remetn
her she is only adding another grace
to the beauty that nature has so
bountienny provided her--Ohio Stat(.
Journal. •
133-1214 N. Fourth St.
House wiring, electric plants installed.




Several desirabl e, offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and




A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNfSnItLEPHONE CO.
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices ‘ind
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
' INCORPDRATED
Livery and hardieg Bert North Street and keitocky Avenue.
GUY NANCE fir SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah,' Hy.
1
011MMOMewmem
ALWAYS READY FOR USE
TREY are simple to, operate; safe and
economical. Ready at a









AN 18 KARAT GIRL SHOW
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RS. GIRARDEY wishes to announce
that she ha.illought the Millinery De-
partment of 1.tid), Pkillips & Co. and will
be glad to 1iv hr customers call to see
her display of new Fall Styles.
Inspiration in Mustard Seed.
As far back as history goeth there
him been poesy and as tar back ae
Poesy reth, poets have taken their
ideas Prom, the oddest places, but it
is' the safest sort of wager that Wal-
lace Irwin, who wrote the lyrics of
Raymond littettcocket tleiv musical
farce, "A Yankee Tourist.," is the
onlej poet who ever found inspiration
la a Jar of mustard.
It was the date (tithe first perform
-mice of "A Yankee Tourist" last
season, in the little town of Elyria,
the birthplace of Miss Helen
Hale, when Wallace Irwin, the iyri-
else and Alfred te. Robyn. eta) com-
posed the score of "A Yankee Tour-
ist." arrived In the omit night-stand
co a Pullman sleeping car. They
had traveled all night through rain,
lying under blanket" that poaseresed
the peculiar tetalay of cold hap'
Jaeke and the two men were anxious
to introduce something hot Into their
Innards, So they hutelee to the near-
est hotel. seated themselves at the
breakfast table, bailed the sleepy
waiter and demanded lamb chops
and coffee.
"Wouldn't you like to have a little
murearde" aaked the waiter. •
1.0•ati unison enema composed of
Irwin and Robyn: "NO."
In the course of a long hour the
waiter returned with the- fodder.
"I did not order chicory." said Mr.
Robyn after sippiug the cup.
did not order sheep," said Mr.
Irwin after tasting a chop.
"Wouldn't vim like to have a tit-
tle mustard'!" ask' d‘thr waiter
"No," yelled both men.
"it's very nice." said the waiter.
"I will take some Worcestershire
smote," said Irwin, "to disguise the
sheep.'"
Questing the sauce the waiter re-
mained ten minutes. lie returned
with a jar of mustard. "We got no
Worietteishlre," he said apologeti-
cally, "but wouldn't you like to have
a little mustard?"




"Why that's good metre ;or
mimic!" exclatmed Mr. Robyn, and
to prove his 'statement he hummed a
tune :twhieh 'fitted, the words.
They drove the waiter away, and,
with the mustard pot set in the
table's center as a fount of inspira-
tion, Mr. Irwin began to lyrelze and
Mr. Robyn to compose on the table
cloth.
Suddenly Mr. Irwin eatramed his
pencil intto the platter et sheep and
said decidedly, "I absolutely refuse
to write verre about mustard." Then





-We are showing some very




has, card cases, coin purses,
in seal, alligator and all the
other now fashionable leath-
ers. It's a display *ell worth
seeing and the. prices will
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middie of the for. head.
'Why not chierg,e the word 'mus-
tard' to 'veetheart?'"
"'Great." reed Robyn, and their
pcneils began to scamper madly over
0 clam
la half an hour they had written
the song hit or "A Yankee Tourist,"
which is replete d In the second act
by the elieses Helen Hale, Flora Za-
belle and Eva Fallon, under the title,
"Wouldn't You Like to Have a Lit-
tle SWeetheart?" •
When this story was repeated to
Mr. ilitelicork he demanded a notary
public's seal to accompany it. It was
beeured.
Very Different.
"Mary Cotter ie much more eenti
mental than I thought. She even
keep* every letter ber old lover writes
her!" •
-That isn't sentiment. my dear. It
k good, hard, breach of promise
seam."
FOWL ItINGS TOWN FIRE felel.le
11911..4.% FINI111 SlUalbur.... an c
Then iturete Blood Vessel and
[lies,
Clinton, N. , Se-pt. 3.—"Clang!
clang!" sounded the bell of the Meth-
olise church here. The village sprang
from its profound sleep, for the
church bell is it, fire alarm. So every
wan jumped into his clothes and ran
to the church. No one could find a
"Clang! clung!" The bell BM
gounded. It was uncanny.
Giles Van Riper finally spoke UP
Madly. "I'll go up to 'the belfry if
-some of you fellows will go with me."
He got a lantern, and, followed by a
few bold spirit', climbed the steeple
stiars and raised a small trap-door
leading to the belfry. At that instant
a white object dashed down at him,
slashing his upturned face.
Yelling, Van Riper let fall the lan-
tern, and he and his companions felt
over each other in their flight to the
street.
For a few seconds the bea tollea
vigorously:: that it remained silent.
Hill not a map dared again to go to.
Ithe belfry in the dark. They waited
from, a o'clock until daylight came,
Land then—
I A hitge white owl Ira attacked a
flock of pigeons dwnIng in the bel-
fry. One of its, claws caught in tae
frayed bell rope, and in its strugg%s
It rang the bel . The owl was dead,
dfitIngeta the Attie strand'. In Its
straggles to attack Van Riper it had
attest a blood vessel!
• Feat T:ainse
An Englishman, an Miamian and
Scotchntan were one day arguing as
to _which of the three countries pos-
sessed the fastest trains.
, "Well, said the Etiglishman, "I've
been in one of our trains, and the
telegraph, poles hare been like a
hedge.a
"I've seen the Milosfories appear
like tombstones," said the Scot.
"Be jabbers!" said Pat, "I was one
day in a teain In my connthry, and
we passed a field o' turnips and a
field of carrots, also a field of cab-
bage and parsley. than a pond of
water, and we were going that meick






DESIRE FOR A cif A N
NIA. Due to Fatigue, But to the Mo-
!moray of Everyday Tasks.
Despite the love and interest ere
bear our associates and surroundings,
a time comes when we grow weary
and jaded, and naturally loug for
some sort. of "change." We have no
desire for a substitution of other ob-
pees and faces as a permanency: we
merely seek to break the monotony
o fthings hefere entering on a fresh
ehaptr r nor lives.
The ii• ice tot: "a change" cart
hardly dreiee its origin from the net-
tore of our occupation. There is
nothing common to all professions
and businesees. %tech clamor for
stated relief. Nor ..an the desire for
"a change" be due to mere fatigue,
because Ulises alleviated by diary re-
curring periods of rest. Moreover.
-Ithe natural laws provide Urat each
repetition of an act renders its per-
formance both easier and more sim-
ple.
some men talk of the necessity for
rest as though every fragment of
mental and IdlestCal power wag 
com-
pletely exhausted. Yet on close ob-
servation of them. nhen the desired
change has been secured, it is quite
evident their powers were not aerl-
Uly
There may be some temperary fail-
ure of energy brought about by sheer
monotone, but this is a very different
thing from complete exhaustion. The
centers of force from which strength
and energy are derived miry easily
become lethargic from an unavoid-
able lack of fresh stimulus.
The common round of daily life, In
the home as well as in the house of
business, in consequence of Its mo-
notonous routine, ceases at times to
stir the centers of energy aria
strength of purpose; and when these
sPringe of force are not vigorously
active there is a Irak of interest in
the work, and, therefore, a feeling or
lose of pewee
Now, the way in which "a change"
operates is not so, touch by affordine,
exemption. from toll as by supplying
fresh stimulants for the lethargic cen-
ters of energy. This point is Import-
ant because it directs attention at
once to,the way in which "a change"
should he empOyed.
Every mis'aken - notion that the
weariness demanding the change is
the outcome of exhaustion must be
entirely put aside. The physical and
mental powers are not used up; they
are merely asking for some variation
af the stimulus. The' fire may- have
died down, but simply becanse it has
not been properly stirred.
The motor, the yacht, the fishine
rod, the gun and the camera. In their
legitimate uses, play the part of stim-
ulants, though not to all of us in a
like degree. Some find what they
need walking through country lanes
and villages; Others prefer the collet-
nentah trip with Its hubbub of for-
eign tongues. There are perilous
more happy when encountering the
discomfortt: et a tour or exenreion,
and there are other more sensitive
individuals who. instead of being
stimutated by difficult:cis to travel,
would quickly succumb.
The perpetual round of excitements
that obtains at most seaside resorts
ifehardly the sort of stimulant for the
TAKE l'r IN TIME,
Just Scores of Parke reh People
Hate.
Waiting doesn't pay.
it you ne.glect the aching back,
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely'
folios.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve back-
ache.
Cure every kidney
Paducah citizens endorse them.
Bert Bradford, of 921 South Sixth
street, Paducat. Ky., Nye: "I doc-
tored for two years continually for
backache and kidney and bladder
troubles. Last slimmer I never left
my room for two we,As on account
of the weak condition of my kidneys
and back, and have taken a great
atav&deleigebilrepleletattlebeeletteearaearrealesi
tet eSE OF WE'EtneS
plafeaetattateaaeasealaetteleaelaaeateWealealtatelelea
Poplar Huff, Mu • Sept. 2.—.I
per Porter, roadumeter for the le
Mountain railway until a few we,. ,
ago, resigned his position, assigee
as his reason the fact that the ii
Mountain system does not turn'
enough material to keep its tra,
in safe t•ondition. This is the te
fact which I learned when I began
quiries here, and I have substantial
It by the evidence of several of Pe
.lar Bluff's beet.eitizens who bus
the reason from Porter's own lie
Mr. Porter, who is a railroad man of
itelency and conecience, is now In
deal of medicate but did not get an the employ of # Texas railway which
permanent relief until I began using is said to think more of the safety'
Dolin's Kidney Piles which f Pra-etof the traveling public than of dive
ecured at DitHoitc Son & Co ere.'s eI deuds.
store and used them as directed. Af-
ter taking three boxa.., I was much
improved and continued their use un.
Poplar Wear ir indignant at the i
condition of the Iron Mountain trace--
ve
til I had used ten boxes in all when 
E rewhere I turned in this mete,
ohs 
I had reeeived a complete cure. I 
amh of Southeastern Missouri I have
h
very graeful to Doan's Kidney Pills 
eard indignant protests against the
and heartily recommend them." 
exceedingly dangerous condition into!
which the roadbed has been allowed
to retrogate.
The traits of the Iron Mountain'
both on ties Main line and the Ca.
branch, which :tarries heavy tree
are unspeakably bad in a number ,
places.. It might not be too strong
an assertion to say that there are
more ties in the main line which
should be removed than there, are
which should be allowed to remain
In the track. As to the main line.
this seems to be particularly true in
the neighborhood of Poplar Bluff.
They have averaged a wreck every
other day on the Iron Mountain main
line for the past few weeks. Once or
twice it was open switches, but the
rest of the wrecks were due to bad
track. The railroad company has
been suppressing news of the wrecks,
but the local papers have succeeded
in ascertaining part of the facts and
have printed them, .
One day a passenger engine run-
ning into a siding where the Cairo
branch leaves the Poplar Bluff yards.
went off the tracks. Tile cause. as
usual. was "spreading track." The
ties at this place, which I examined
when it was pointed out to me by an
eye witness to the accident were se
rotten that they. cannot be depended
upon to bold spikes. The train was
lplaced back upon the tracks and the
track -"repaired" under the direction
of Porter. In a few minutes a Cairo
branch freight -ame in. -Its engine
went off the track in the same place
and the track was again repaired.
Here is the way the "repairs"
were made: • Wrenches and jacks
were brought to bear upon the dis-
placed rail. It was pushed hack into
position and a spike or two placed.
Two blows front a sledge hammer
drove each spike to the head in the
spongy ties from whieh they had been
petted by the "spreading" rail. That
was all. There were no new ties In
the switch when I examined it.
Shortly after this incident Porter re.
eigned. He told a friend who wit-
nessed the accident and repairs that
the reason that be could not put the
track in Safe condition was that the
Iron Mountain would not furbish the
material. Porter's word is good with
every man, woman, child and dog in
Poplar BIM!. If it wasn't good there
are other men who know the condi-
tions .
I looked over the ties in the Poplar
Bluff yards Many of them were bad.
In some places there were several in
consecutive. ceder . which would not
hold spike'. •relor strain. Some of
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name -- iman's and
take no other.
RELATED SHOT EX l'ost:S FRAUD.
Army elan Fine From Cover to Make
Good acme for Friend.
Pacific Grorea Cal.. Sept. 2.—A cu-
rious instance of misdirected friend-
ship, which involves a new offense
against military law, occurred at the
presidlo or Monterey in connection
.with the -Pacific smith arms competi-
tion, whichatereas recently concluded.
One of the best soldiers among the
men, and fifth in order of marksman-
ship it the opening of the shoot, wits
Sergeant William H. Spree, of troop
F. Fourteenth cavairte
friend ambitious to secure a place on
the rifle team that Is to go to Fort
Sheridan to engage in the national
competition. His friend was a less
sure shot, so .he, decided tielielp him.
The rifle range at the presidio is
cut through a pine forest. and Spree
—who had taken up his position be-
hind convenient cover—need from It
at the target at which his friend was
supposed to be aiming. When the sig-
nal was given his friend fired wide,
so ait not to show any surplus bullet
marks on the disk. On one (evasion
Spree withheld his fire too long and
his shot rang out after the rest
the squad had ceased. This fact
aroused the suspicion of the military
authorities and an Investigation was
made. Spree was discovered, taken to
the guardhouse, and his name struck
from the roils of competitors.
ARCHBISHOP WHO MADE
POPE LEO LAUGH.
Archbishop Murphy, of Tasmania,
the record prelate wbo has just en-
tered on his ninety-third year, Is a
humorist, and the fact may tweets:it
In come measure for his remarkable
longevity. lie was held in high es-
teem by the late Pope Leo XIII.
Jaded nerves and tired body of a busy There was a bond of a
ffinity between
worker. Something must he radically them. as both received the
ir mitres
wrong in the "change" If, on return- from Gregory XVI almost simul-
ing to one's home and business, the taneously. At the age of seventy-
routine duties seen) to be. more that,
ever distastefel.
The "change" that best suits the
average person is one that stirs UP
his energies naturals- and honestly,
and in perfect accord with his ordi-
nary mode of life. Enemy thus elicit-
ed will add to the stock of useful
force, and will prove tit be available
long after the holiday has passed.
Unless some such effect as this is
produced, the "change" has failed of
its purpose, viz., the brightening of
life and the improvament of mental




Make me up a package of tobacco
accortIQ to the formula used by
14.4441444" arkist 
southern accent.
"That Is the third man who hie
asked for that kind of tobarco io-
date" said the dealef. "It Is rerauge
that people frnm remote parts of the
eottntry as well as New Yorkers
make a fad of buying the same brand
of tobacco that Booth smoked. Ann
it isn't always the Booth mixture
that they want. I have flied away the
formulas for mixing the faforite to-
bacco of many famous persohs. Smo-
kers the country over have heard of
this collection of recipes and one
feature of every man's ttip to New
York Is ,to are a pipeful of some big
manes favorite tobacco. In most eas-
es this special mixture is so strong
that the nerves of the average smok-
er cannot staid it. He has to give nor
afterea /few petite and go back to
a popular ixture, but he has Mt
satisfaction of having ttad the ex:
perienee." —New York Finn.
Nothing pleases a large women
no a long engagement"— Houston more than to have a man call her a
Pest. &at 11111 gl 1.
nine 15r. Murphy tisited Rome, and
at the close of a cordial audience
Pope Leo remarked; "Well, my dear
brother, I suppose this is our last
Meeting in this world." But flee
years dater Dr. Marphy thought he
would have one more run around the
globe, and presented himself at the
vailean as pert and smiling as of
yore, lie reminded Pope Leo of his
pessimistic prophecy, and slyly add-
ed: "Sc you see you are not infalli-
ble after all.'' This is said to have
been one of the few oecasions on
whkh Pope tom laughed heartily.--
London Dart elhronlaree-
leech:mg(' Burial Honors.
Lippirreetes tells of a dear oel
New England spinster. the embodi-
ment of the timid and shrinking, who
passed away at Carlsbad, where she
a g
kinsman, a nephew, ordered her
body sent hack to he burled—as was
her last wish—iet the quiet little
entintry churchyard. His 'surprise can
be imagined when, an opening the
casket, he beheld, -instead of the
placid features of his aunt Mary. the
Maaestie port of an English general
in full regimentale, who he remem-
bered had chanced to die at the same
time and place as his aunt.
At once he e*bled to tae general's
heirs explaining the situffeler and re-
questing instructions.
They came hack as follows: "Give
the general a greet funeral. Aunt
Mary interred today wrth full mill-
,. • - - re. • --- e-ertr, jtalut-
ing guns."
"You say this- mad stole your
coat?" said the magistrate. "Do I
understand 'hilt you prefer charges
against him"- ''No, yer honor." re-
plied the complainant. "I prefer th'
coat, if It's all the same t' yer, ?tor
..-ealejedeeraere rraw;
FLOWERS
Fun' beautifying your yards and
estimates nn dower beds we
will call and ace you. Phone
Schtnaus Bros. for time largest
and most complete stock of
flowers and. plants in the city.
Free delivery to any






First, that almost every ope rat ion
In our hospitals, perforneel epos
women, becomes necemary because
of neglect of such symptoms as
Backache, Irregularities. lbsplace-
ments. Pain in the Side, Dragging.
Sensations, Dizziness and Sleepless-
ness.
Second, that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made been
native mats and herbs, has cured
more oases of female ills than any
other ape medicine known. It reg-
ulates, strengthens and restores women's health and is invaluable in
preparing women fur child-birth and during the period of Chang,
of Third. the great volume of unsolicited and grateful testimonials on
Me at the Pinkharn Laboratory at Lynn. Mass.. many of which are from
time to time being publieheti by special permission, give absolute evi-
dence of tee value of Lydia E. Pinktraues Vegetable Compound and Mrs.
Pinkhanee advice.
Lydia E. einkham's Vegetable Compound
For more than 30 years halt tren curing Female Complaints, such as
Dragging Sensations, Weak ifkek. Yallfng and Displacements, In-
flammation and Uleeratien. and legatee Diseases, and it dissolves
and expels Tumors at an early stage.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pink ham. Lynn, Mass. foradvice. She te the Mr- l't ok ham who
has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
years, and before tbat she assisted her niother-in-law. Lydia E. Pink'
ham in advising. Thus he is especially well qual,tied to guide eick
women back to health. Write today, don't wait until too late.
r adl) that there!
were practically no ties there.
These WI-re near the three box cars
which the Iron Mountain gives Pop-
lar Bluff. a town of leeliaM and the
most important commercial point in
Southeast Missouri for a depot. Seam
new tier had. been placed in the
tracks just before the visit of the
railroad commissioner,. But there
were not enough to put the tracks in
good condition. The repair gangs
were taken off Net 'as amen as the
commission had made its vitae
.t Buffalo Pitheh•ton Found.
Le Suture Minn.. Sept. I. -Toe
Hen, the marble tuna of I,e Sueur, re
ceived from Wialam Morgan, the
ditch digger. a most interesting relic
of the past.
Mr. hen used to be the owner of
the farm in the northeast quarter,ot,
section e. Sharon township Le Sueur
county. and on the farm was a tract
of wet ground known as the "cran-
berry marsh." In this marsh, a.
some distance from the shore, was a
place where the. grass grew much
taller and greener than elseieffete,
and for fifty years this phenomenon
had been "cemented for by the farm-
ers with the theory that in the irel
dams a huffato had hetet weed in
marsh at this point.
Mr. ften never Investigated to sec
whether the theory was true, hut
when Mr. Morgan set his great ditch-
ing plow Mtn the marsh and drew a
great ditch through It he. turned. th•
point so that Riveted run through the
rutted" and. ,0 andtbehold,
r b:ack mold w AS turtle,
dme to lb, !1.4fit It t
of a gigantic, buffalo,
twenty-one inches across. 1
that' Mr. hen would be plea-
have the rv:ie frolic the 041 farm, .
Morgan brought it in and gave it
him—St. Paul Pioneer Press.
Povier of eleney.
Gelett Burge 1,a, at tilt'
ner of the American Bookeell, rs as-
()dation in New York, said he
thought that too many authors wrote
for money purely.
"Hence." the creator of the (loop
went on' "the result is trete, &leant
Anything dune purely tor money is
bound to be unpl••asant. There are
bound to be 'tittered in It all sorts
of unpleasant things that, like weeds
in a garden, keep iontinually crop-
ping up.
"I once knew a San Frneiscan who
Married a girl for her nioney. She
was not a pretty girl, and as the time
passed slid love tooled, she devel-
oped a rather nasty longue.
"One day her husband bought
with his quarter's allowance a 20
horse power automobile. He took
the car home gaily and brought hie
wife in the !rent door to look af it
Iue game' one sneering glance 
andsaid:d thin 
" 'it's pretty nice, but if it bertha
been for In) money it wouldn't te
here.' "
The beautiful life waster, no ti
rich grass where the. "buffee, w 1- 7,,o1.; tie for 1-11h
CLEARANCE SA 1E OF SUMER SHOES
 AT COCHRAN'S-
OUR new fall shoes are coming in each day
 in
greater volume; more room is an absolute
neceisity. This is the reason for the heavy reduc-
tions on all men's summer shoes. The high quality
of our shoes is well known to every man in Paducah,
but the low prices AM be a revelation :
Lim Regent Oxfords, patent and gun metal, excur-
sion rates. — $3.50
$6.00 Hanan's patent kid Oxfords, excursion rates__ 4.50
$6.00 Stetson's patent kid Oxfords, excursion rates__ 4.50
Ehnen & Stetson Tan Oxfords, exclusion rates. 4.00
Regent $3 50 Tan Oxfords, excursion rates.. 2.50
Boys' Tan 52.50 Oxfords, excursion rates.—   1 . 7 5
Boys' Tan 12.00 Oxfords, excursion 1.50
Boyd Patent Leather $2.50 and $2.00 Oxfords, excur-
sion rates. —  $1.75 and 1 .50
70 pairs Men's and Boys' Canvas Shoe and
Oxfords 25 per cent Off.
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY
YES, WE ARE READY FOR BUSINESS
We Have on Hand Everything Needed in
School Books and School Supplies ; (hi re City Schools
Buy your books this next week. If
you should purchase any books not
needed we will take them back and
refund the money.
Don't wait until the schools open
but buy before the rush begins.











P. H. IPISIIK .,prestd pt.
Z. J. PArrege. General Mamwst,




Ity earlier, per week  .11
By mate per month is advance... .15
By matt, per year. In advance.— $1.10
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mail. postage paid. .91.10
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
nem ill South Third. Phone 51111
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
York. representatives.
THE SUN can be found at ths follow-
lag places:





CIRCA IA Flo N ST ITEMMNT,
Jody, 1907.
1 3S20 17 3903
I 3S95 18 3906
$ 3895 19 3914
5 3906 20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 3994 24 3930
111 3990 25 3919
11 .3S78 26 3930
12 2936 27 3938
13 3913 29 3905
15 3911 3n 3,499
16 3900 31  3833
Total 101.923
July average 3  920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton.
Ketleral manager of The Sun, who
tilirma that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
Month of Jn:y, 1907, is true to the
hem of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 190s
Daily Thought.
"Content gives charm to every cir-
cumstance
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son of Lorieville.
For Lieutenant Govellitor—W. H.
Oox. of Matson county.
For Attorney Generel—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county.
For Secretary of Stare -Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
sernetine—J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
e—N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court e: Ape/mi.—
Napier Adams, et Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0.
Broom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arther Y. Martin
fity Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, 0. M. Oehlscblaeger, Jr., C.
If. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A Hill, Franli May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
Sehoo! Trustees— First ward, W. M.
- Karnes; Second ward, W. .1. Hills:
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Eel-
IY: Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Birth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
MR. HAGER
What is a polltktal party 7
As an abstraction it might be a
group of free citizens, unitedly sup-
poreng a certain princiMe of govern-
ment; but in that sense. in whichsit
Is held responsible for the conduct of
government, it is to all Intents and
purposes the officeholders pleeted on
its ticket and the politicians, who
control the party organization.
Title:question is 'suggested by the
peroration of S. W. Hager, in his
opening speech. In which he said:
"My party has bshind it many de-
n e se, figs with my
pewp:t., and before it many years of
usefulness to the citizens of the com-
monwealth. it has to its credit a long
record of unbroken . promisee, and
the history'sof the state teems With
the wise and salient influences of
Its principles and its policies. In the
_Peace. quiet _And Impel-nem- -44, her
'people.. Kentucky ranks with the best
of the American states. Old Glory, as
it unfolds, to the winds of heaven dOeS
not wave over a better people or a
happier lend. Nowhere under the
eters of the blue eanopy of God's
eternal home arc' the people better
‘overned, their interests better pros
teeter].
"Then let the voters of the ahate1 hi
true to tle•msolves and true to the
Interest* of the state by continuleS
ig.,..power the Democratic Party
through who/se policies the pro:Averts.)
of the people will be best promoted.
it ouri to see that the utmost finhabttant.
•





11° "" 1-‘11‘:N." 1"It4M". WANT FAIR PLAYbervative laws, properly sitizatabgered1and enforced. will Insure,"
Over against this declaration les
us set the saying of Colonel Henry
Watterson, the most famous editor its
the United States. a Democrat of
Democrats, writing in the greatest
newspaper of the south: "Kentucky
4he worst governed state in the
union.
"It has "4.7e credit of a long record
of unbroken)loss.1,:omises," elif
In the same papers that published
this hifalutin peroration, there ap-
pears in other columns • etatement
of Mayor Bingham, of Louisville, and
all the other city and county offts
cers, declaring they are afraid to
risk their ambitions in a primary con-
ducted by a member of the Democrat-
ic state committee, and as to the rec-
ord, MaYor Bingham says:
"With the Jight of the past to
guide us, with the knowledge of the
past record and the present purpose
of a majority of this committee, we
see that we shall not be allowed fair
play."
No use for the Democrats of the
state to repudiate the Democracy of
Louisville, for it is a part of the
Democracy of the state, and the ac-
tion of the Louisville committee has
met with the sanction of H. H. Hines,
chairman of the state executive com-
mittee of the party, and S. W. Ha-
ger, oand!date for governor. If Ha-
ger repudiates the action of the
Louisv.ile machine in giving Hing-
ham the worst of the deal and stip-
porting Owen Tyler, whose political
career has been bound up in that of
the Barth administration,•he will say
so--and he dares not.
The best governed state!
Months have elapsed since a tssly
of horsemen fi-om a neighboene
county rode into Princeton, terroriz-
ed the people, took possession of the
railroad, the telephones and tele-
graph, locked up the fire department
and burned thousands of dollars
worth of property, and no one has
been convicted or punished for the
high-handed outrage, although the
state administration has a highiale-
ried fire marshal to look after just
such affairs.
This affair, following Motile on the
heels of the assassinations in Breath-
itt county,, where a member of the
Democratic state committee, was
mulcted In the civil court for $8.000
damages for the murder of a citizen.
and was cleared in criminal court by
a judge especially appointed by the
state administration to try the case.
has made Kentucky a by-word In On
mouths of the people of the union.
"In the peace, quiet, and happiness
of her people Kentucky ranks with
the best of the American states." Aye,
and the fact that her people are
peaceable andquiet and lawabiding,
makes more hideous the fact, that
such outrages and assassinations art
a'!owed to go unpunished within her
borders, bringing disgrace on a-chis-
el TOIVZ high-minded People-
NO PRIMARY FOR BINGHAM.
While opinions will ciLffer as to the
wisdom of Mayor Bingham', action
in withdrawing from the primary
contest under the existing rules,
some thinking it would have been
more courageous and more in keep-
fag with his pose as a reformer tn
have given battle. andAone dowel. If
defeated, with colorsilying, there-As
satisfaction in the
,‘ 
fact that It has
been made clear- Who is responwlble
for forcing upon this sty a candidate
Of the old regime, with the promise
of a similarly taintsd ticket.
The primary to ek hicti Mayor Bing-
ham objects in a detailed cr11;cien-1
and with undoubted reason was con-
trived under the Inspiration 01
Messrs. Hager and Hines. Whatever
opposieon they met from Gov. Beck-
ham was overcome; his great eager-
ness for a senatorship making him
more than usually compla eat. Thus
the mayor found h.meelf betrayed by
Hager and desertsd by Beckham.
That this Is the true situation is
borne oat by a paragraph in the Cin•
tinnatt-Enquiree followin.e the an-
nouncement of Owen Tyisr's candi-
dacy. In which It e as-stated that Mr.
Tyler la Hager's ebb re, and that his
willingnesa to run gave great Satis-
faction to the Mate ticket.
This is illuminating. It throws a
flood of light upon the campaign in
the state. It Is just as well the pub-
lic should know thus early *bat Ha-
PS are o utterly
opposed to any attempt at cean gov-
ernment that they prefer to see the
old, discredited machine back in pow-
ell 'in Lonisville to even allowing a
Democratic reformer a chance to
make -•ea the part
that the leader ef"the
Democratic. _state _ ticket has
played in this conapirary becomes
known throughout Kentucky, as it
will before many days are over, it
will sound the death knell to the last
hope -of Democratic success. We are
glad that if perfidy must be charged,
the charge does not rest against
Mayor Bingham, who has kept faith
with his supporters,- hut against' the
man who wants to succeed Beckham
as Boss of the state.—leoulsville Her-
ald,
•
If you don't believe the world is
daily growing' worse, ask the oldest
L. A. Thompson scenic Railway ('om-
pany to Build Seenk Itailwa)s.
Nee York, Sept. 2,—The success
of the scenic railway built this spring
at Blackpool, England, by a New
York Company has excited consider-
able interest among those interested
In catering to the English people in
the matter of summer amusements.
To such an extent as interest
aroused that a party of influential
English capitalists instructed a man
to visit the United States and, after a
thorough investigation, to decide up-
on the Most popular and profitable
American riding devices.
J."14, Miles, of London, has been
here, anIstut the result of his investi-
gations he isitely signed contracts
with thee L. A. Thompson Scenic
IRailway company of New York to
build and operate Thompson scenic
railways and other riding devices in
various parts of Great Britain Ad
thescontinent of Europe.
A company has just been formed
In England. all the stock of which
was purchased privately and without
being placed upon the market. The
head office of the company, which is
known as the L. A. Thompson Scenic
Railway Company of England, is at
210 Strand, London, W. C., and Johu
It. Iles is its general manager.
z The English company has pur-
chased from the New York Thompson
Scenic Railway company all of their
English interests, including the
Blackpool plant, and will immediately
proceed to construct and operate
seenie railways and other American
riding devices in all of the large cit-
ies and seaside resorts throughout
England and the continent. Plants
will be built this fall and winter at
Manchester, Leeds. Great Yarmouth,
Brighton and probably three other
points, for which negotiations now
are in progress
!lark Tobacco Fleet ton.
Elections will be held Saturday by
thee IMrk Tobacco Growers' associa-
tion of McCracken county for the
purpose of electing committeemen
from each precinct. Saturday, Sep-
tember 14, the committee will meet
in Paducah to effect reorganization
This year the association hag done
exceedingly well, gelling at price*
greatly in advance of the previous
year.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every close makes you leelhetter. Lea-Fos
keeps your whole iesides debt. Sold on the
money•back phis everywirere. Pnee b0 cents.
Kaye Kite Was Not of Age.
Rosa Stanton flied suit against
Fred Stanton this morning in circuit
court for annulment of her martiage.
She asks that her maiden name of
Rosa reation be restored. She alleges
thit in Hs:kr/Ian counts' on October
15, TIDE, her Ittaband siistrep-resen-
tation secured a marriage license, al-
leging she was 21 years of age, whelk
in reality she was but 15 years old.
Isater be Is alleged to have abandon-
ed her.
A Kind Wore.
"So you don't share the general in-
dignation toward the railways'!"
-No," answered Farmer Corntoe-
sel, "I have always felt thnt a leen-
motive was entitled to a great deal
of credit for sticking to the track is-
stead of snorting up aril down the







Al the New Store
Our-better grade underwear,
too, is now being included in
the tremendona sacrifice which
we are making to "clean
stocks" during this semian-
nual clearance sale. The va-
riety and extent of our under-
wear display is a matter of
especial pride with us. Good
values at any time: rood
enough to lay away at these
prices
Men's V2.00 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, Suit_ 1 60
Men's $250 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, suit._ $2.00
Men's $.3.00 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, suit.. $2 40
Men's $4.00 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, Stilt._ $3.20
Men's $4.50 Fancy Lisle and Hal
briggan Underwear, stilt_ 93(10
Men'll$5.00 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, Suit_ $4,00
&
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IN THE PRIMARY
Continued from Page One)
tee, we discovered with surprise and
just, Indignation that five of the most
important of these written articles
were radically changed. It was plain
frotn the changes that we were not
to be given fair play in the primary.
and that the committee, by claiming
the power to choose all the aldermen
and councilmen, were determined to
hold absolute control over the gen-
eral council and thus- be able, for
the next two years, to dominate and
enslave the mayor or to balk him in
every important public movement.
Independents Shut Out.
Section four of these articles pro-
vided that all registered persons not
istered as Republicans who would
support the Democratic ticket should
have the right to vote in the primary
Thle gave "Independents" who wish-
ed to affiliate with the Democrate
party in the November election a
chance to vote. The Democratic coni
mete°, to shut out all "Indepissi
ents" and thus deprive the In •
envie party of their dual ,
provided in the rules, first, th,c
names should not be copied in th•
registration books for the use of th.
officers of the primary and, secondly
that they must take an oath before
the election officers to the effect that
they would -support the entire.
straight Democratic ticket, state
county and municipal, etc." Later
the committee omitted the oath, bu,
required evety such voter "to stat.
and pledge" that he would do this
This would bei of course, as °Linos
bus as an oath to self-respecting
conscientious Independents, howeve:
much they wished to affiliate wit)
the Democratic party in November
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
and would force them into the repast  
of the opposition. whom
Section 9 provided that a commit- could
tee of thiee, one of whom should be tice,
Judge James P. Gregory and two of
whom should be selected by "leading
candidates," should be authorized to
strike out of the registration list the
name of every person who had been
theretofore fraudulent registered:
and "their decision to be final." In
the rule, adopted by the committee
this was changed and 1 it was jro-
vided that the action of this commit-
Ws was changed, and It wail pro-
and ratification by the Democratio
city and county executive committee
of Jefferson county." Thus the com-
mittee reserved the right to nullify
the acts of the commission. In the
amended rules the committee simply
said, in substance, that it was the
sense of the committee that the ac-
Don of the commission be approved.
This gate the committee still a chance
to overrule the commission.
ISetninksetion Had No Authority is
tin the tenth a 4Prttuicle. it was provided
that ,the conimiseion "selected to
purge legistrailon should me' with
the local committee and assist in re-
ceiving and tabulating returals7' of
the primary election. This evidently
meant that the cot:embalm), should
take part in the count:ree that all
was fair. In the rul adopted by
the local committee it is simply said
that the commi on to purge the
registration "Is, equested to be pres-
ent with the-,/ Detnocratic city and
county ex utive committee when the
returns re received aid. tabulated.'
They, ere to be idle and helpless
speetators.
Cenimittee Retained, Control of
()mine
I it the eleventh article it was pro-
vided that the committee should not
have the power to el-oose all the al-
dermen and councilmen. in the rules
adopted by thestommittee they stem-
ad the power to name all the alder-
men and councilmen and so reserved
to themselves the power to control
The- general council through men of
their-own selection and thus to con-
trol or obstruct the feayor in the per-
formance of his duty to the people
throughout his whol•• term of office:
As ite Voting Places.
In the twelfth article it war pro-
vided (as the statute provides) that
the voting places should be specified
in the call for-the primary, and
should not be changed or moved ex-
cept as now provided- by law. The
selection or removal of voting places
as is well know
promote corruption and fraud. In
the call for the primary the commit-
tee did not name thee voting pitece.
They have since been named, but
were really selected by men who lost
their offices and are bitterly opposed
to us.
Under the statute, as the court of
appeals has decided, there could be
Ito appeal to the state central com-
mittee or any other committee. from
the derision of the local committee,
it there should be a contest as to the
result of the primary. In . other
!words, if frauds against us should be
Perpertrated. or if the collet should
be unfair to us, we should have no
!remedy. Outright would be passed
on by a committee, a taikioriti of
not be
are declared enemies, and vibe!
to do us jus- 'MRS. MARY QUISENBERRY
DIED THIS MORNING boy for fighting—if he gets licked.
• h • ; • the,
expected
Arbitrary Limit as to Time of
Announcing.
The committee has ordered candi-
dates wishing to enter the primary
to enter on or before September 1,
Although the statute plainly says, as
held by the court of appeals in Egan
vs. Gerwe 112, Kentucky 232 (De-
cember, 1901), that "any candidate
has a right to have his name placed
upon the ballot not later than fif-
teen next preceding the holding of a
primary election." The primary has
been called for September 21; hence
the time for entry does not expire
until September 9.
After we discovered, by the action
of the committee, that fair play would
not be given us; after we had made
repeated efforts to get the commit-
tee to keep the terms offered us
through Mr. Hines, we then offered
to submit to the rules published, pro-
vided the comMittee would allow
commission of three or five Demo-
crats of high standing and well known
integrity to have control of the pri-
mary. This final offer the commit-
tee has rejected.
No Hope of Fair Play.
Front this candid statement the
public must see that we have done
everything posaible to come to any
reasonable terms with the committee.
We has-e wanted to do nothing to
injure the Democratic party. We
have wanted to be its standard-bear-
ers if we could do so under honor-
able conditions, but, with the light of
the past to guide us, with a known
edge of the past record and the Pres-
ent purpose of a majority of this
committee, we see that we shall not
be allowed fair play, but shall be
treated unjustly wherever possible
and therefore we decline to enter a
contest under such 'unfair and un-
reasonable conaitions. We hope thit
the Democratic party may suffer no
harm in the coming election and may
triumph for the bake of its princi-
pletesbuts if -defeat or disaster shall"'
come, it will come because of the re-
fusal of Mr. John W. Vreeland, the
member of the state central commit-
tee from this district, and a majority
of the Democratic city and county
executive committee to give .us a
clean, fair race, and to give the
Democrats of, this city and county a
fair .cbanee to express their choice
and have their will obeyed.-
The wrong intended for us is of
little consequence to the public; but
the wrong intended for the Demo-
cratic party Is of great consequence.
Every ,Democratic voter has a right
to a fair primary without a taint. or
suspicion of fraud, and his right is
evidently to be denied.
R. W. BINGHAM, Mayor.
WALTER P. LINCOLN, ltidge.
Infant liaptI7AA.
A most enjoyable time was spent
Sunday at the pretty home of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Schmidt, on the May-
field road in honor of the baptism of
their infant daughter Claribel 'Fred-
erica,lbee Rue-v. Mr. Grother, of the
Lutheran church, officiating. About
in ore*s enjoyed thel; generous hot-
pitality,
Miss Sue Temple Dies in
Riverside After an Opera.
lion—Infant Dies.
Mrs. Maey Quieenberry, years
old, wife of E. G. Quilt-sherry, died
this morning -et 1:30 o':losk bt con-
suctintion at her home, 1116 Broad-
way, after a lingering illness. Besides
her husband she is survived by three
children, her mother, Mrs. F. W.
Thomas and her brother, J. V Thom-
as. Mrs. Quisenberry, who was a de-
vout Christian woman and a loving
wife and mother, was a native of DY-
ersburg, where she was born Novem-
ber 16, 1875, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. F. W. Thomas. She was
married to Mr. Quisenberry at that
place December 15, 1896. The funeral
will take place tomorrow afternoon
at 3 o'clock at the residence, the Rev.
W. E. Cave, offic%ng. The burial
will be at Dyersbur,
Miles Sue Temple.
Miss Sue P. Temple, sister of Mrs.
C. H. Brothers. died last night In
Riverside hospital following an oper-
ation. The funeral will be held this
afternoon at 5 o'clock at the resi-
dence of Dr. Brothers, 524 North
Eighth street. The burial will be in
Oak Grove cemetery. Miss Temple's
father was J. M. Temple, one of the
oldest residents in the county.
Infant_ Dies of Measles.
The•eight-Montbs%-old infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Moore, of
700 North Sixteenth street, died yes-
terday afternoon of 'measles and the
funeral will be held. this afternoon,
burial 4-a--Mt--Pleasant cemetery,
Pete Caldwell Arrested:
Pete Caidwell, colored, wire has
been a fugitive from Padticati for
several days, was arrested Saturday
in St. Louis and is being held for ex-
tradition. He is &Leger! to have bro-
ken into Pierce's grocery store, Ninth
and Boyd streets. Patrolmen Fergu
son and Prince saw Caldwell in the
vicinity of the grocery soon after the
robbery, but he made his escape.
Threw Brick Through Car,
Harrry Smith, colored, charged
with hurling a erise through a Hew
landtown street ear Saturday night
near the Rowlendlown Park, was ar.
rested yesterday morning by Patrol-
men Ferguson and Prince and will
he•givgn' a trial tomorrow morning in
police court.
Charged With Grave Crime.
Alex Brady, colored, alias Grady,
was arrested yesterday morning by
Patrolmen Replan and Wood charged
with housebreaking and obtaining
money by false pretenses. He is al-
leged to have broken into the Row-
landtown colered,park last 'Thursday
and stolen a 343 censer Colt's pistol
which he later disposed of to Ben
Michael, the pawn broker felt $2,50.
alleging It to be his pistol.
Reflection, of a Batchelor.
A man is awfully ashamed of his
The less a woman as o
longer she can make it into a letter.
A woman would like to get tele-
grams if she knew whitt was in., them
before she had to open
The reason a man can work 1,0 hard
around his own house is nobody Is
payittg him for somethins he ought
to earn.
People can be good If Hey don't
know what fun -is.
A girl will never let you kiss her
except when she rays she won't.
One reason a girl doesn't like au-
tomobile riding so much is a man
can't run it all the time wIta of f. arm.
A woman waits for a man to pro-
pose, but after they are marriea she
waits a good deal more for him tof
come home nights.
What's the use of having family
arguments when you can get aim ̀St
as much noise by going to Niagara
Falls without working so bard"
Lots of people are sena eve-et
when they are engaged.
It takes a girl to pretend she
doesn't know how to pretend.
Automobiles save lots of mosey'
for a man by not owning them.
A woman calls It being frank
when she wit admit what she has to.
A man gets used to being married
the way he does to an old pair of
shoes.—New York Press
Napoleon's Decline.
There is no doubt Napoleon .fell
through the sheer dizziness of the
height he had climbed to. "Tee Due
de Raguee." says the Comtesse de
Boigne. "once explained to me the
nature of his connection with theson-
peror in a phrase which is more or
less applicable to the whole nation.
When Napoleon said, "All I fur
France," I served with enthusiasm
When he said, "France and I.•' I
served with zeal. When he said, "I
and France," I served with obedience.
When be said, "I" without France, I
felt the necessity of parting from
hine."
A ntep isn't necessarily ba!d be-
cause he has no hair.
IT'S OUR WORK
to properly, acctiratelv and
promptly fill prescriptions. We
use the grtatest care in tiorlotng
-anti-ottr-prescrtption department
methods are designed to this
end after much study and ex-
perience.
The quality of our drugs and
chemicals is of the very highest
and their freshness and effect-
iveness the best. We appreciate
the Importance of even the
smallest details and guard
against any imperfections.





















.-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer residence tabone 464;
*face 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath. 40034
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Chief of Police James Collins
reports 20$ arrests for the month of
August, eight lees then July.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
- We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
AuaerIca. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele
gant..livery rigs. Planer Transfer Co
--Kodak, from $t to $25. Some-
thing new in the line end all neces-
sary supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clentents & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Qld phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-Have The Sun mailed to your or
any of your fiends geteg away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as often as desired, and the
rate Is only 25e a month.
-Hotel Be:vedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
cies.
-Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just receiver. Brunson's, 529-Broad-
way.
-Dr. J. \V. T. Patterson, of 4'J5
North Twelfth street, announces that
In future he may be reached by new
Phones 661 or 1500 instead of old
phones. 1161-m or 2099.
_Place your orders rot wed,Wg
Invitations at home. The Sun is
*bowing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, .at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Best and cheapeat. We re-nt bug-
gies, carriag,s and horses separately-
Both phones 100. Copeland's Stable,
419 Jefferson street.
-Mrs Dorian's private school
will open Monday, September 9. Com-
plete literary and commercial courses
Call or address '503 South Fourth
street. Old phone 1478.
-J. P. Holt was this morning ap-
pointed a deputy county court clerk.
--Mr. J. Wes Troutman, county
assessor, has disposed of his barber
shop at 107 South Third street, to
Mr. J. M. Faulkner, his foreman, Roe
has purchased A. Yopp's grocery at
Twelfth and Jackson streets. Both
changes are 'affective today.
CORONER'S JURY VERDI( T
that-gee Traction Company With Fen-
tetiying incompetent Mena
Charleston, Iii,. Sept. 2.---Follow-
ing the verdict 6TM-a coroner's Jury
charging them with criminal negli-
gence, which resulted in the death of
fourteen persons in the interurban
collision Friday. Motormen Ben F.
MeClara and Charles Botts were ar
rested today. Each was released on
43,0.00 bond. The.), will be tried later
The jury charged the Central linnets
Traction'
company with employing in-
competent men.
School Hook Lists. e
Now ready_ at D. E. Wilson's,
Book and -Music man.
the
The.-ffiratit- Mist Patele - --------
The Honorable Jesse Grant visited
the old Grant homestead near St
Louis Monday and recognized an old
Patch of mint down by the spring.
That fact alotte will endear him to
mazy thousands of voters in the
etnent that he decides to announce
for the presidency. There is a hu-
man touch in the candidate who can.
and will, recogniee a mint patch
Fome candidates wouldn't recognize
one If they saw it. and others
wouldn't dare to, even if they eould.
-St.` Lonis Republic':
-----
Mlø Antiqtfe-s-Do 'you think one
feta tpo cid to matey?
is a Old .teh.-No; hut they Mae the
facidty of picking a wineere-a-Brook-
lye 'nee,
,Painting By the Acre.
Under the ordluary circumstances
the ships of the largest and most
carefully-managed lines are painted
at the end of every voyage. Every
time a Cunarder, for instance, arrives
in port she is repainted. This is no
light task, for every inch of the ves-
sel's outside area above the water
line-sides, deck works and funnels
-from stem to stern is carefully
gone over by an army of painters.
The area thus coveted is about two
and tt half acres.
Curiously enough, the funoels are
regarded as the most important item
of the whole undertaking, as these
great pipes are susceptible to injury
and must be carefully handled. On
110 account is any hammering or
pounding allowed and the men work
from stagings suspended from a rail
on the top of the mouth of the huge
funnel. The old paint and dirt are
carefully scraped and sealed off be-
fore the attual 'painting begins.
There are now 120 large passenger
ships constantly crossing the Atlantic
Assuming that the average area of
each ship is two and a quarter acres,
and that each vessel is painted, say,
ten times in one season, we have an
area to be coveted with paint of
2700 arres every year. Such a job,
requiring the services of nearly 1110
men working steadily, would cost
about £50.00.0. Although this seems
at immense sum to spend upon paint
alone, it is essential to keep the ves-
sels In spick and-span condition.-
iLondon Tid-BIts.
School Books for Exchange.
Should be breught to iv; at onto. D
E. Wilson, the book and ornate man.
Notice.
St. Mary's Academy will reopen on
Tuesday. September 3, The musit
department and senipr grades will be
accommodated in the Sisters' house,
corner Fifth and Monroe streets.
The primary and intermediate de-
partments will be located in Eagles'
ball, entrance to which is on Sixth
street, until the new building le com-
pleted.
Marriage is seldom a failure if
neither party to the contract has any








Mrs. Harry W. ()leaves and .chil-
dren have returned from a several
week-8' visit to Mrs. Gleavete pareents
at Whiteville, Tenn.
Misses Clara Fetter and Freda Dun
bar, of Paducah, are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Schmidt, on the Mayfield
road.
Miss Minnie Childress, of Dallas.
Texas, will be the guest of Mrs. Clara
Burnett at the home of her father,
Mr. W. H. Rieke.
Mrs. Phillip Rogers, of Twelfth
and Broadway, has returned from a
visit is Illinois.
L. B. Ogilvie has returned from an
extended eastern trip.
Mrs. James Wahl and sons, of
New Orleans, are visiting the family
of Mrs. Henry Nagel, 524 North
Fourth street.
Captain James Lemma of the May-
field Messenger, is in Paducah today.
Mr. Bob Caldwell; formerly of Pa-
ducah but now of Fulton, is in the
city.
-Mr. %V. R. Duke, the well known
Illinois Central machinist, and wife
and mother, Mrs. Lulls Duke, have
gone to Little Rock, Ark., to visit.
• tobacco slob through his reek. Later
Mr. and Mrs. John Lehrer went to'
he preferred charges agaptet Vaughan
Dawson Springs today for a week's
stay.
Mrs. J. ('. Dunsor is seriously Mat
her home. 722 South Fifth street
SUPT. HILLS SHOWS
HIS CONSIDERATION
Sees Hope for Fanners.
It is generally known thet the
President will incorporate the follow-
ing atateinents In his forthcoming
message and urge legislation for the
benefit of farmers:
The government should promote
closer co-operation between federal
and state departments of agriculture.
The standard of living among far-
fliers is steadily rising.
The farmer today Is a traveler.
He has a telephone, daily mall, and
his newspaper.
The life of the farm family must
be made less sol.tary, fuller of oppor-
tunity, freer from drudgery, happier
and more attractive.
The economic growth of agricul-
ture has added to it new dignity and
thet !. la less desare than formerly to
seek social diyersions of the city.
There valetas!' be co-operation be-
tween farmers in the matter of mar-
keting their products.
DENTIST BEATEN BY PATIENT.
Under intim-nee 41i 611•-f5octiir's As-
mf•tant to tie.
Washington, Sept. 2.--While under
the influence of gas today prepara-
tory to having a tooth extracted
George W. Bow PUS. aged 28. rose
from the chair and aatolently attacked
Dr. R. B, Lenord. knocking the dent-
ist down and severely beating him
Hearing the dentist's !Ties for help
Dr. W. H. Wunder ran to his assist-
ance and siezing a small hammer
need it on Bower's head, causing a
fracture of the Muni!. Bowers was
taken to the Emergency hospital and
Wunder was arrested but later re-























to unhitch the chain.
rder that they might go to
have at least one Sunday a
serve, the N., C. & SI, L














This being Libor Day and no at-
tractions in the city, wh. not attend
the big free medielne eliew tonight
at Eighth and Tennessee. street.
A Few "Wanteule."
Wanted-A young man to take
care of .a pair of mules of a Chris-
tian disposition.
Wanted-Two apprentees who will




take charge of 3,000 sheep who can
speak German.-"Humor Bulls mill
Blunders."
AUTOMOBILE FLIRTATION.
Sk.dding on one velem:- I am Cra-
zy.
Full speed ahead-- l'm Aft. r you.
Seventeen short honks- -I love you.
Seventeen long honks- I am a
saute. •
Smashing into coal cart - M fath-
er has money.
Smashing Into elderly gentleman-
ant a wag.
Pi•ought to a sudden halt-- I am
enahed Loiesvel.. Ceerivi-Journal.
County Has 245 lettoreee.
Beaumont. Tex., Aug. 25.---The
federal employes of the census de-
partMant who have been gathering
statistics of divorces In this county
found theie had been 1215 divorces
filed sinee 1887. Two hundfed end
..leven were dismissed or withdrawn
or refused and 175 are still pending,
four hundreciaand twenty-three were
eased on cruelty, 168 on desertion
150 on adultery, 11 for non-support,
eight for felony and others for scat-
tering causes. There were 4059 mar-
tiages in the twenty years coverel.
Origin of elate Dickens."
'Oh, go to the dickens!" "What
the ellejtens you got ter do with It!"
and similar remarks including "dick-
ens" are-classed among cursory _ex-
pressious--or cuss words: Modest,-
well-mannered women who have not
mingled with the world too reckless-
ly are content with "plague take it"
and "confound it:" but a real. oat-
fashioned. vigorous "damn- is comb
ion enough nowadays among those
of the fair sex who know a thing or
two and are somewhat advanced. It
'a the niost einguIar that the exple-
tive "dlekens!• la almost universally
aasoclated wite Char ea Dickens:
and I havellTien seen it capitalized
by the lgnotant in 'honor, of the re-
nowned author. ---
Shakeepeare %%rote "The. Merry
Wives of Windeee Itt 1640-about
two and a half esticurite befote the
author of "Mr. Pickwick" became a
world celebrity; and inlhat comedy
Mrs, Page Is made to remarke "I cat.
not tell what the dickens bin namel
The, word "dickens" means the
ice." "Go to the deuce" Is, as
mon as "Gb to the d;ckens." And
t may please all the Dicksans.
one, Dickinsons. Diceinsons, Dicken-
Dickenseea Dickonsons, etc., to
know that their names are deriven
from the original little hit of profan-
ity used by fryand ladies in - the court
tit Elixabetleand by Good Queen Bess
herself, the equivalent of "the deuce'.
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27th







the N., C. & St. L.,
Sunday's vacation in
Each Sunday dispatchers
nate In taking a Sunday off.
tally it is stated that it was
first Sunday Mr. Hoover has had
In ten years, of hard serv.ee at the
key.
("barged With Serious Cutting,
Louis Vaughan, 22 years old, was
arrested Saturday night charged with
malicious cutting with intent to kill.
He is alleged to have stabbed Harri-
son Coley, an le-year-old boy, in the
neck with a knife at the corner of




Paul Jones & company against ii
W. Ellis, or al., for $123, alleged Mil
ance on a bill of goods.
No Police Court Today.
Because of Labor Day A. pot
court was held this niorning. The a
rests sluice Saturday night have lea
comparatively few, but are all fe
felonies, promising an interestine
Tuesday morning docket.
Marriage Lieenses.
E. E. Tanner to E. E. Emery.
Progress in, Radio-Telegraphy,
Within the last few days three im-
provements in wireless telegrpahy
have been reported. Rumor has It
that Mr. Marconi has discovered a
way to obviate the paralyzing in•
fluence of daylight on Hertz waves
Icsburg. The two are coopers, and. Prof. Fessenden, an Afherican el'.'-
have narked side by side for months. trician of high standing, annouee,y,
An argument terminated in Vaughan in The Electrician (London) that he
making a lunge at Coley. At Dr. J. has accomplished the same result,
S. Troutman's office policemen found possibly by other means. Fleetly,
the injured youth, wine claimed at Sir Oliver Lodge describes* method
first that he stumbled and jabbed- a of generating electro-magnetic wart-
which facilitates tuning and whe'S
diminishes the chance that tnessaitte
will interfere with one another. .
After Mr. elarconi's first note. -
successes had directed the attenti , I
of other inventors to the possibille
of Hertz wave telegraphy the chi. '
alvaecea made for a time related
largely to the sensitiveness of re-
ceivers. Mr. Marconi himself devised
two or three instruments which were
superior to the cohere; employed inn
his earlier work. and -his rivals mei
notable additions to the 111 ''
original and otherwise me,
devices of that class. Of late experi-
ment has taken other directions, its
to 
at
being to correct deficiencies and tr.L.L.t. il• 4 .....1••?.. •:)...1. JoL:
to in difficulties which were not II
foreseen  the outset. Though the '
time has not yet arrived for estimat ei
ing the value of this recent work or 7
of the method of generating wave'
which constitutes the novel feature Sollsocrii••e• inserting ettitt ads In
of the Poulsen system, it li apparent The Sun eill kindly retnember that
that the last two or three years have all such teem are to) he raid for
not been utterly wasted. wilco the ad is inserted. the rule ap.
The world- can determine whether plying to u %cry one without excep-
or eut substantial progress has been Lime .
achieved --in radio-telegraphy only FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
after public demonstrations of It - IdITCIIELLS ti-i7iiigh-grade blcy-
have been made: The only safe cies, 326-328 South Third street.
foundation for judgment is estate FOR heaueg ami stovewood ring
!fished fact, frankly revealel. Never_ 437 F. Levin. .
theless, the modest tone In which tau
most capable workers in this field of
"P".!Illtilt •IP'e"nkorar
encouraging sign. 
rh 1",;; ApplyF0 Ii?- ntALE-A walnut bookcaet,--- -- -- --eouiri 
1104 Jefferson street, %it Effectise Imitetiew
FOR SALE---Fine fish, globe midi
  runAs t'll Itc'etl: 4:hr:tes') atnoetlehveltsopr in
pedestal, with thih, 113 S. Second, i °II' "f 
the' Weal deParanient vaa
FOR SALE CHEAP-e-e. Driver or
limit. The other day he melee(' :.
work horse. Can be seen at e'ope-
land's stable. 419 Jefferson . street.
HEALTH MEANS STRENGTH
Strength Brings Results
At this season of the year the Horse, Cow,
Sheep, Hog and Hen are weak from their




The Animals and Fowls can't produce profit-
ably. They must have help.
B. A. Thomas
Stock and Poultry Food will bring perfect
health and full strength to all animals and the
hens through the molt in fine condition for
heavy winter laying.
The Hog Powder
Will positively cure and prevent hog cholera
and make healthy, heavy porkers. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed if given in time.
Hart Sells These Renudiis at Factory Prices




disinterested outsiders it affords a
better assurance of ultimate triumph
than voluble predictions would give
-New York Tribune.
Went Ageism( the .,Grain.
The young woman In the grand-
stand demurred.
"A few moments ago." she said.
"you remarked that these two clubs
spilt teen in their last tire games
Just now you- observed that it was an
even break. The two statements are
trreconcillable If it is a split it can
not be a break."
"You've got the deadwood oh me."
'gasped the young man, mentally re-
solving to reconstruct his baseball
vocabulary before springing It on a
Boston girl again
Waste and Waist.
"Do you u.tillzo the waste product
in -Sritir husine..,A. sir ".
"Oh. Yes. We make corsets,"
"John?•*
"Tts, air "
"Be sure to tell ma when it is I
o'clock."
"Yes. sir "
'mese feseet I prom iSed t
meet my weu. a: s: :el in the drug
etore across the :era et and she'll be
proveked If I'm no, there when she
comes.•• -Judge
- ---
TAX l'Allalts' NOTH4E. -
Paducah. Ky :het. I, 1907.
You are hereby notified that all
persons ()wring or having in their
poseessten, or ureter their control as
agent, guardian or tornmittee, exe-
cutor, administrator, meteor, trustee,
receiver, commissioner or othimwise,
realte, tangible or intangible per-
sonal property, on the 15th -day of
September, are required on or be-
fore the let _day of October' to give
the assessor it -true and complete list
of same, with true cash value thereof,
ea of the 15th day of September,
under oath, upon forme to be fur-
nished on application by said se-
at his office. and that all flier-
coox WANTED-For family of
thtee. Phone Mrs. Mocquot, 1293.
_
' HYMAN, the veteran shirt ma:
coming. Save your orders.
SAM I.. HYMAN has :19 years' ex-
perience In shirt making.
HYMAN is the best man to order
shirts from, as he can Fit U.
Fog; SALE-Piano cheap. Apply;
to 123 N. Sixth. O'd phone. 1751.
WANTED--Manager for branch
°Mee we contemplate opening here in
office we contemplate opening here In
The Morris Ne'holeeale House, Cin-
cinnati, 0.
FOR SALE-Six horse power Fair-
banks Morse gasoline engine. Good
condition, will sell eheap. Apply to
S. E, Mitchell, 326 South Third
Street.
WANT ADS
FOR RENT-Apartment in 643
North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.
FOR DK: teUt/11, old phone
2361.
WANTED- - Salesladies. Apply to
F. M. Kirby & Co.
W. D BROWN Concrete Conti-ac-
tor. Ornamental and waterproof
eork a Vet-eery. Phone 2820.
FOR ardwity- at.0%, --Crood- anti
sawdust telephone Robert Smith
New Phone 763.
CLOTH.F.S cleaned and . pressed.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
--FOR SALE --Tents desirable for
campers' or fishers' outfit; call at
medirene felon corner Eighth and
Tennessee. •
REWARD for a high,head--
ed black mule, 16 hands high, scar on
hip from kick. Address A. 0. Gerard,
Holloway, Ky'.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad-
dles or repair at the Peducah Harness
and S'adde. Co., you are getting the
best. 204 Kentteity avenue. .
FOR RENT Ol1ea4ALE--•Eleven
room house on South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Washineton. Newly
painted and In good condition% Apia,.
to H. A. Fetter.
FOR .1tEliT- Two six room cot-
tages 502 aid 506 North Seventh
street. A:I modern conveniencas.
Furnished it desired. Phone 2368
--A-Fit it FRIDAY.
can get Ilene Cheese, Beef, -Pork,
Mutton. Veal and Hamburger sand-
wiches at 111 1-2 -South Third 'street.
FOR SR:Fe-Pony 'and -hi-lee-T.
ettter separatery or together', Apply
to S. A..11111, at Sun office. or tee-
phone 964.
LOST--Child's small gold ISratelet
on car or at Wallace park. Finder
please return to this offite and re-
ceive reward.
chants of the elty doing business for A PRIVATE family in the Wl`F"
themeetres or others, shall In a like End will accept two or three dealt---
manner and in addition thereto, state
the highest amount In value of geode,
wares end merchandise, owned and
kept on hand for sale by said mer-
chants, during the three months next
Factory. Inquire Paduaate Glass
preceding sure 1,th day of Septem-
company.
her.
Prompt ettentant tu this will save CLEA.NING ANDee'RESSIN,G neat-
PrePerty. owner* additi-onal cost. . ly eione. -Satisfaction , guirenteed.
STEWART DICK. Assessor. Work called' for and delivered. One
Approved:°' 
e, Room 9, City Haft trial la all ask. James Duffle Month
Ninth street, near isiroadwtO• none.
B. A. Yelser, Mayor. 463-a.
he people for meal% after September
15. Address X. care The Sun.
--WZNTED-Board and rooms to
hott'e blowers, in vicinity of Glass
woman standing near the elevator
shaft, but as-she neither pressed the
button nor-es-lied to hint he whizze'l
by: When.ee Mlle up again she was
still there. As he came up once neee
he noticed that the patient wonian
hadn't moved. And then he called to
her:
"If you want to stop the car,
ma'am." he shoaled, ''make .a noise




His wore -George, I heard you
and Mr. Fullup talking about -a
'chaser' a little while ago. .% chaser
Is an animal of some kind. isn't it?"
Mr. Drysome---"Yes: It's a kind
of--er--- water animal."
- - --- -
SOUND LOGIC.
•Auglist and September are two
months when one has to be very care-
ful about every condition that makes
for good, or bad health. The system
is usilally beginning to feel the strustn
of the hot summer months and the
different organneed hut very little
to throw them into complete, disor-
der and result In probably • fatal Ill-
ness.
Good health is assured however if
you heed n-ature's gentle warnings,
and are•in any measure discreet. _
The usual summer disorders-ma-
lade, general worn-out,, and rfin
flown, conditioneeiliouaness, stomach
and bowel disorders of all kinds,
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily, and very quickly, to the .0.4- •
teopathic treatment, and have no
attending 111 effects. faunally your are
as ill from thecustomary medical
prescriptionaas from the illness, but.
In Osteopathy yob experience Mine of
Oita. Let me tell you et any time -of
the great success-I am having with
the treatment In Paducah. I shall re-
fer you to people you know welt for
the evidence, and who will tell you
just what it has done for them.
DR. G. G. FROAGE.
516 Broadway. Upstairs. Phone 140a.







With Rr, J. Q. Tayfer.
Fhones--Reeklence, Palmer hoses
Office. Both phones 47.
Hours-10 to 12; 4:50 to 5:30: I we







is her nature to love
and want them
as much sO as it is
to love the beau-
tiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
hose/ever, is so fraught NVit dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous..
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming evigitthat it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderfill
remedy is always ap-
plied externally, and
has carried thousands otherof women through the
trying crisis without suffering.
mimes. v.1 is •, I pt, Lival IP rot
Send for- tom: book eotitalifirr 1,:formatlne of Friend
Tbe Bradfield lisgalater Cs., Atlanta, Ga.
„, eleopteleeewarameweetawilLeteverase-eeeteet 
1101 FALLS THROUGH .0 it SHAFT
Little Bennie Weiner Turn,. Si •r-
%atilt Into the cellar-etot
seriously Hurt. 1
Brooklyn. N , Sept. 2.--Bentile
W• iner, s y, eti 'who lives in the
five-btors to eeno. et house at 17 MOS-
re., street, fell live stories through
the air ;haft. turned a couple of
&mut rsailits on the way down, and
MAINI a In. d no Injury save slight eon -
tus,ons about his fare and head]
(' i tubed the step-ladder
through Ili" skylight to . air on
the root and get out of he crowd
ot children and pushcarts. He plaYed
about the roof for almost an hour.
Eie h time Bennie mused the open-
-4fte --keteings-frour
found a welcome breeze flowing
through it. Growing tired from his
.elay. the little fellow went over at.
sat dean an the edge of the air "haft
opening. Sone thing in the cellar 1
below made Bennie turn nuickly.
lost his balance and fell headfur.e
most thrower the shaft. His iittlei
body turned rompietely seer. Ben-
nie says it must have been three!
times, and his head hit a frail shelf
outside one.of the windows.
The boy landed on his feet In the
cellar. His screams as he fell
brought many of the people in the
Isig tenement to their windows. s
numb. r of woolen occupants of te-
te:tee b. came les acetate aa-Mley
the little ferm shooting. through the
air. WA, ii linally he was pleked up .
It ante laughed Pleads
Te'o or three cuts, slight
one:, were the onie -marks that Ben-
nie bor.• as a le snit of hls plunge.
Xenbulano sarg!on Elema,t;:.
ratheliiw, h.,: !wise was ratios. hot ,
he could find noritrirn, sericee tee mat-
•••!- airli the iad. el., W.
• eel, his teei • r.
lion oor serene ot their Ilene-wade
business habits led the stewards of
the jorkey club to aek them to find
some other means of ItycJihood.
'Muddled oafs" of trange com-
plexion but undeniable gifts have
wrought havoc on our football fields,
and to crow n our serrows tke 'largest
.Irculation of any penny morning
;lap. r" seems likely to devote to a
deeuseien of our nationil shortcom-
eigs.e---illustrated Leaden News.
A Rendezvous.
During the First .1ct.
Slowly,. impetseptibly, almost
sueakluely, as the lights were tamed
down and the play heisare he slid his
baud along the .batic of the *eat in
*hell she eat.
_ Teen be *wised tcrward - her and
whispered:
"Laura," he raid, h.-(wee o his set
1,1 h i "I'll !eaten up that gap in
'he back of 'our waist this time hut)
e hen sots want anything of this kind
iteaten Engliehmen. ilione-again you'll-ask me to do it bes
le felt 'or 'ii- el; -etineenoe in the .fore we leave_ the bourse, or. by gin-
'I -,-. 1. parting from us? ° ger. you'll reach around and button
esitaire !he eor.tents ate unfavor-et yourself." -
- tee. Yoeins, e. Ti :•n n from -down Whereat Mrs. Ferguson merely
re, e. •leie •11.- eonol of th..'. glared at her husband and
malsr Larne:: !WTI:: over and lug. __
said nuth-
• r i• ee, a. re wont te "It was one of these itersonal:yIr Eiteeish homet.leormucteet lours."
oi•eI -a H. roley, pertain! "And how are They?"
Ke I. „. I ts proved too . ''Al to the gwal PostrartiF were
zond Pr I. n.I••• erztud brought to us vt Every town• Often
!,, ‘earF wr hav..1 vre didn't have to bervesthe train.''-
i.-; .. I , crow-hod I iunvoon chronlele 4
.11.• AI.. I . '.:hbolhood
pre.•,tions that God is not iv cloeet If lie is
; 11."! ti / 01.• Charletenot on the stre.-
Jere ,. h tri-
•••••••••••••
yeting Mon and Worn( n for le tees it trust,
where ieteTrisresat service will appro elated and
paid cr --
Exi,erieticed Mtn am mei.; for posetiens to -
suiring ability and t
Peeple of All gee, sf all talents, of dive!,
ahlities, for table lire s of employment —
Used ' 41- as Pismo, Organs. 1:VW
Sort ft usical Instrument, Writing Machines
tegisterts Store aril Office Fixtures, tail.
ir Machines, Re k, Engravings, Post Cars
Stamp Collections, Rugs. tairpetts Furniture of
every Sind—
Horst% and earriages, trucks, bu- shim wagons.
bicycles; guns, canteras, fishing tackle, auttnne-
hilts-- -
---ffeet-FAtilOts, acres, leaseholds, equi-
ties, houses. Mats, apartments.pbores--:-
Instruction in paintirrs, singing, the vioiiu atel
piano, .shortshand, accounting, correspondence,
language. ,dancing--
"aces to Live -leinGeb.....apaetutente, fueseslied
romns, boarding places where life Is intereetinte
These are some of Orr than SO nr1,•
• of people on.r1 ihtnifs Mal are
-wanted" in thi• city now,
rind if you ran 1111 any of c.-.'. I
rearalS•'
 •IMMI





THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
SPECIAL PROGRAMSR
Are Arranged For Every Day
and Night.
AT THE KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
There Will Be Something Doing All
the Time-Interesting and
Instructive Features,
Ward Vanderbilt whose daughter,M1-
nerve. says he is so dominated by his
second wife, Mary S. Pepper, the pro-
fessional spiritualist, that be is in-
competent to manage his owe affairs,
testified today that he had given his
,wife a large share of his fortuue. lie
Member of a Great New York
Family Sees and Talks With Spooks
New York, Sept. 2 --- Edward were In English, Out the voice wly.tla
spoite them wits soniething glfferent
from Mr. Temple's ordinary, every-
day voice.
"Have you received' a very great
number of communications from the
dead, Mr. Vanderbilt?"
"1 was a sort of a spiritual Jo-
s toat Of presenting his wife with two ugh." was the ateouishing -reply..
Are you a citizen of Kentucky, a ;houses In the last four months, one "When I was wont to &Hefei
member of any fraternal orga,u1sation, as a birthday remembrance, the other meetings with my first wife, the spir-
a school ehild, a eaten of Southern 
its a wedding gift. The value of both its would speak to others preseuebut' 
Indiana. a German-American. an Irish-
he estimated at $1X,504). Yet his ae- %voted almowt invariably skip me."
American, a laborer, an editor, or
noel income, he said, was only $4,- "Do you believe it possible td pho-a
militiaman? If so, you are specially
pnevided for in the list of *Pedal
nights and special days arranged in
the program of the Kentucky State
Fair to be held in Louisville Sept. 16
to 21. If you are not to be Included
In any of these -elegem you will be
tpken care of on Everybody's trey.
The State•Pair -management has ar-
ranged most Interesting special days
and special nights. These are enum-
erated as follows:
SPECIAL DAYS,
Cul.. W %V. HITE,
Prterielept Louisville Board of Trade,
General Chairman.
MONIJ.LY. SEPT. 18-SCHOOL CHIL-
DREN'S DAY.








4 . tb: /Neter. letreetoreLeufavilk Retied
of Trade. Chairman.
Till 1118DAY, SEPT. 18-KENTUCKY
DAY.
Lew Ilk Brown of Harrodsburg, President
Kentucky Frees
Chairman.
FII.IDAY, SUPT. :a-SOUTHERN INDI-
ANA DAY.
adsm Helmberger. Preeldent New Al-
bany Ceisatntreial Club. Chairman.
















John Young. President Loofa-vitt. Feder-
ation of Labor. Chairman.
THURSDAY. sts.re 19-PRIallti NIGHT.
Young E. Allison, Chairman,
FRIDAY. SEPT. 'le -MILITARY NIGHT.
Col. W. B. Haldeman, Colouel Command-
ing First Kentucky Hegira:abut,
Chairman,
SATURDAY, SF:rr.-- 21-FAREWELL
Smith T. Bailey, Chairman.
Of all of these. Kentucky Day is ex-
pected to be the banner etre of the
great State Fair week. Mr. Brown.
as Preerolent of the Kentucky Press
Association, has named as his aeso-
chees on the Kentucky Day Commit-
tee many of Dye State's most prorni-
fleet newspaper men. This commit-
tee will arrange several big excur-
stone to be run into Louieville on that
day.
On the night of Kentucky Day, ape-
dal attention Is to be given to the
editors, as the name of the night in-
dicates. Colonel Young E. Allison.
than whom there is no bettor known
'editor in the state, is chairman of
Press Night, and will see that mem-
bers of the tripod are handled In a
way that will make their visit an
oasis in the desert of pencil-pushing
One of the most beautiful sights ef
lb.' Fair will be that of ten thoesand
school children waving nags on the
grand stanot the opening day. A spe-
cial rate of ten cents for admission
has been made for all school children
on this dare.
On Fraternal Day lodges and soci-
eties of every character will have so
inning. A big tent is to be provided
for all organizations taking part, and
here yisitors may be received, wel-
comed and registered. Col. Brown Is
planning some interesting drills by
uniform tanks of different organiert-
tione
Mr liteneleerger Is calling upon the
commercial organizations of Smithern
Indiana, as well as thee...deers of that
rection, to make Southern Indiana
Day One that will tie -a redit to that
pregressive section,
The German•Americane and Irish-
Ametiesals will fittingly celebrate on
the two special nights named in tbeir
honor, while idiesdneeelay evening will
give to the laboring element an ex-
cellent chance to show its strength.
There will be no night, however,
more attractive than that given over
to military organizations. It is plan-
ned to have an exhitetion drill arid
dress parade on thy. trace in front
of the grand stand on that evening.
The glare of the arc_ lights anol the
-glow of the incandescent, upon baeo-
nette epaulets and Mittens, will .pro.
sent a most attractive picture.
Everybody's Day is for everybody
who could not come on any other day,
as well as for everybody who has
come on ever, other day. It will have
an excelleat finale in the evening,
when Chairman Bailey has planned a
gorgeous program.
The avenue, both sides of which
are to be Heed with ainusements we
cured for the State Fair. has been
debbed "The Stretch." It will have
the leggeat. and boat amtmement ft's.
lures of the year, the first under the
wire.
Waiter (In reseaurantl- Would
Ott litesa bare negiaseinaliirtle soup,
sir?
rnele nn. Er sees
alti't Apt no ripe turtle soup, I don't
want' any—Chicago News.
000. tograph spirits?"
Mr. Vanderbilt also expressed be- "I do 11°L"
lief in the spiritualistic existence of' "Do you believe in a late* lifer"
."0BnortIrght Eyes," who In the flesh s -No. ta(e is perpetual. We are
an Indian girl, but who at present constantly
'
changiug. We a'swsty* ee-
ls his wife. "Bright Eyes," ee tualn here. Take your own case.
When you were 10 years old you weresaid, had brought him messages from'
:not like you are today. You havehis dead wife. to whom be said he
was still married in spirit. "Bright completely changed. Your body and
Eyes" had even written him leacrs mind have completely changed."
from Europe thanking hint for fruir In spite of the ruling that Mrs.
and candy, a lorket and chain, which o Pepper does not figure in the case, as
he had presented er In the person Sig ianin..xtiyoutsolyt booee• adreteheinage, f oMrehe.errnassteina,
of Mrs. Pepper.
And lifting the 'curtain still bighei witsni wess.tint to put Mrs. Pepper on
the stand, but fear I shoji be
I have tried to reach her by process
servers. but NO far in vain. At pres-
,ent she Is in hiding in another
state." he said.
The examination continues tomor-
row.
over the world of the supernatural,
ele Vanderbilt explained the moods.
habits and 'customs of disembodied
souls, for instance. how they keep
constant watch and ward upon the
doings of poor human beings,
There W AS as much rivalry among
spirits In keeping tab on things down
here below, lie said, as among busi-
ness men who compete for trade.
Spirits have their wrangles, disa-
greements, debates and all that. Now
and then they fall to fighting, ham-
mering each other in a way that
would make the feathers fly, if &r-
ite mile wore feathers.
HIMERAL Roomer R. LISX
Was the greatest general the world has
over known. Ballard, Snow liniment
Is the greatest liniment. Gukkly cares
all pains. It la within the meek of all.
T. H. Pointer, Hempstead. Texas, writes.
"This is to certify that Ballard's Snow
'Liniment has been used in my house-
hold for years and hex been found -to
be a'h excellent Liniment for Blieu
mall, patina. I dm never without
?Mold iv J. H. 04 hliwhlacgPr. Lang It,Mr. Vanderbilt's examination took land r 0. Ripley.
place In Brooklyn before a commis-
don. consi•ting of Herbert Ketch
am, a lawyer; Dr. Henry A. Farpaun,
a physician, and Hubert G. Taylor, a
banker. Throughout the grilling fire
to which he was subjected, the wit-
ness appeared as caim as if in quiet
communion with one of the spirits,
of whose performances he spoke with
such fanellarity. Asked about his
wife, be said:
worshiped her and still wor-
ship-her in spirit. She died In my
LAND ROW IS siETTLED AT LAs
State Auditor Deliver Deed to 20,-
004.37 Acres Involved In flail.
way Grant,
St Paul, Minns, Sept. 2.-The old
controversy over the title to land In-
eluded In a grant to the old Hatatings
& Dakota railroad hail been clotted
by the delivery by State Auditor 14
G. Iverson of deeds to 20.904.47
acres of land to this land has•beenarms. I was overwhelmed with grief
involved in litigation twelve years,at the departure of her body, but
knew that her soul was sell with me. and the termination of the eontro-
It is still with me yet. Two souls con- versy was made possible by an act of
stitute a marriage and there should
he only one such marriage. Her soul
is with me perpetually."
"Then why did you Marry Mrs.
Pepper?"
"Simply for companionship. A
man should have his companion.
Companioship' in the flesh is neeee-
eery to every man, but marriage of
the sou; comes only once."
Mr. Vanderbilt said that his first
wife had been a firm believer in
spiritualism, She had atteuded many
meetings with tem. s
Mi". Vanderbilt gave clear answers
to questions as to the functions of
mediums and controlling spirits: He
told- with great detail of the meetings
he had had attended wee his torero
ife.
"And what did you see at these grant forfeited. As
meetings?" 
railroad has been
"Marefeetations of an unknown sourer the legislature last winterpower. 1 have seen tables tip. I have passed an act repealing the at of
to ques- 19113, This cleared the -way for a
settlement of the quetion: and •Gov
transfer- Johnson has now signed the deeds
Which, will give the settlere on the
lands in question a clear titsie to their
lands While they have heretofore
been in undisturbed pessesnion of the
land, the failure of the state to issue
deeds left a cloud on the title.
The deeds just Issued cover lands
located in eight of the counties of the
state as follows: Swift, 11.119.38:
Stevens. 5,181.18; Big Stone, 2,-
061.44e Chippewa, 1,995.8e; Xan-
dijohl, 110; Yellow Medi Fin-, 1.60-7
Loc qui Pane, 93.67; McLeod, 10.1.
4
•
heard rapp:ngs in answer
tions put to the dead."
"Do you believe in the
ence of thonght from one spirit to
another?"
"I do. It is an the principle of
She wireless telegraph. Vibrations
are sent riff by one Till, which are
received by another If it be in bee-
triony with the first."
"Have you ever tried the vedanta
philosophy?"
"1 have._ILtetehee of breathing in
rythms and tnaires the blood flow fas-
ter, the brain elearer and more sen-
sitive tq tbougi.t. transference. To
breathe in rythrn you draw In the
air- in two or three breaths. and then
exhale in the, same way. This Philos-
ophy also teschi a that you* can make
the mmd More zeusitIve by breathing
Iii" one nostril ;rad out the other."
"'bat Is a yogi?"
"A ',sage" rospogded the ,witness,
Instantly recognizing a ternt taken,
from the occult teachings of a certain
Hindoo sect, "is one who has obtain-
ed complete control.of his bode and,
aocoedingly, of his spirit. I would
teak yogi myself."
In telling of spirit communications
received. by Dr. Temple, the witness
said that the spirit which controlled
their - medium was that of Thunder
the legislature Passed'Iast winter.
The land grant was made by an
act' of congress, and the list of lands
included reast certified to the state
for the benefit of the company. Later
complications arose however, and in
1895 the Minnesota legislature de-
clared the land grant forfeited. The
grant having originated in an act, of
congress, however, the fedefal au-
thorities rcfused to pay any attention
to the legislative act, and the corn-
patty took the matter into the courts,
with the result that its title to the
land was confirmed.
Ever since the passage of the act
of 19-05, however, the state °Metals
have refused to testae deeds for the
land, In view of the fact that the
state legislature had ordered the
the title of the
upheld by the
.8111F 11001PVD RELIIIF
If you are tromblea with liver com-
plaint and have tin: received help read
this. Mrs. Mary 114, Hammond. Monde.Teams: "I wise in poor healtla----wl
It -sr trouble-for over a year. Doctors
did me no good and I tried Herbliie,
aad three bottles cured me. I can't say
too much for Herhltae, as It is a won-
derful liver medicine. 1 always have
It in the -house. Puolish where you
wish." Sold by J. H. Oehlschlaeger,
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
011e
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CITY TRANSFER I I CO
Now located et
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all !Linda of
TELEPHONE 499
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and presperOtis- but a '`eitim always
precedes a storm.". Prepare for the stone in your
life-forpe.time when you will need money-there
iii only one way to do it--Save, and you will be sure
of' the future.
Start today-a dollar will do it.
We pity 4 per cent interist on all savings RC








You get handsente, well
appmented carriaru8
when 1 serve you. We
g I velpromt personal litr
tentlon at all Mmes.,
HARRY ANDERSON% PH 0 N E 915
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
Tirst-Beellnse it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed-
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRV
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
I







1 know no bird which paves
through so many changes of plumage
and color of eyes as the goshawi.
A young one which- I have mounted
Is about the size of a small hee and
Is covered with white down. His
syes exactly !rem life. When fully
!eativn tho first plumage is dark
'brown above and the eyes are etree▪ _
yellow. No owe would he likely to
suspect this being a goshawk who
ibad only seen adult birds.
Later it changes to the dark shady
bitie of the R&M., and the eye, after
1155e10g through all the intermediate
telangt•ti in color from straw yellow
orange yellow and pink, finally an-
!sullies the deep rich red of. the adult
Ss-Forest and. Stream.
Usually when a nein Imagites he




FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Frattrnity Building. Both Phoncs 835
W. F. l'axtos. R. Hedy, P. Pn y ear
President. Osables. Assistant Csobtor.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Iscernorsted
°bpi LW • ••  • • t • •••  • • • • 14: 474 41.-.4.111. • • WS •1 WM**
Kerplua 
Stockholders liability ..e  •  . 100,00e
Tn. • 50•005
Total security to depositors $250,000
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
aural NJ well as Large depositore and accord to all the sama
sourteone treat meet.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits











Ire said often to be buried six fee under
yrsesati. Dia many ewes eoniell call Olt
their familyx1 1pA s.an,,stilt,r no. a, thu
imagine,one from dyneepsia, a !wear front
heart disease, another from lhcr c-
ney diaeise, another from nensas see-
tektite'', another with palii lieVe arid there,
and in this wee they present alike to
themselves and their easy-going or over-
busy docter, separate diseases, for which
1, :tem:ale& tern to be such prescribes
Lis pills und•potious. Tn y, tilia-kre•
all ...Illy syrnptorna caused by some uterine
disease. Tee klan, orant of the
Must of slitiernat, •i.:; up reatment
until bee 1 ,ils are n. ,do T iTering
meet:ILtee





torr.s, and lostitUtitet con ,..,r1 instead of
pooleaseg goon% isluis tsen well said.
that "a disease known is half stied.'
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescripten is a
scientific medicine, Carefully devised by
an experienced and skillful physisian,
and adapted to woman's delicate system.
ellets . •
Ills made of native American Medici! al
roots apd r LI harmless
ke IeI 
ts
sdiendeiddda powerful Invigorating tonic 'Fa-
vorite Prescription" Imparts strength to
the elose sy,tetn and to the organs din-
tinetiy temihine in particular. For over-
-ended. worn-out." riiii-oow II," detell-
ease teachers, milliners, drceenakers,
seamstresses. "shop-girls" howsokccpers,
'ursine methers. and (011)10 W,411411 gen-
erally, Br. Pierce's Favorite Preseriptien
iss the greatest earth nt boon. being 'm-
em:did as an appetizing cordial and re.
11:,,rativc
As 3 ueluiie and strengthening nerv-
eu te Prescription" is unequaled
mid is moils:tido in aliayieg and sub-
titling in•resis excitability, irritability,
noreeto csionstien, nervous - prostrate!),
liter:deer steria, eosins. St. Vitus's
jaiee, u id 1 jr listrett,ing, nervous
symptomF Corn nion 1 y attendant upon
Putictional and ..reanie diseatit of the
Iftl.ffIS. Ii.111,H.-4',; roireshitig sleep and
relieves 111e111.11 ;1!I5 let I iiiI despondency.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets invigorate
the stomach, liver and bowels. (Me to
duos &Aram Es s tetee„mecandd y. 
My topiary.
The. cola I Silent On thee, 'dear heart,
0, that it might (lime back to me!
I count it over while the tear drops
stan-
d). Hully gee!
You came to nie an ange; rare,
When all my soul *eh glief was
wru tug;
You came :lad gave yaur sympathy
for fair-
Ord I got stung!
0, memories, why don't you turn
Away-and let me forget my loss:
I wonder If us dubs will ever learn- -
It makes me cross.
'sweetheart,
it makes me cross!
-Mitwasikee 3entinel.
leeit and Emend.
Lost, between 9:30 a. m., yester-
day and noon today, a bilious attack,
with nausea and sick headache. This
loss was occasioned byeending at all
druggists a box ,of Dr. King's New
Life P's. Gearanteed for bilious-
ness, malaria and jaundice. 25e.
Ito ))))) nee in elodern Trade.
The fact that a man today can sit
down in a restaurant overlooking the
Thames embankment, or at a table
undtr the trees at the edge of the
*Thiergarten, and dine on fresh sal-
mon brought from the waters of Cal-
ifornia, Oregon and Alaska, shows
graphically how Indus:Mai effleiency
has given romance to modern trade.
-London Orman.
AN MACE ose rnEvenerioN
Is worth a pouna -or cure. There are
many Poor sufferers. CourturaptIVele who
are hopelmon of getting Well-whir if
ttoy hn.1 taken care of themselves.
would now be. well. A cough is the
foundation of Consumption. Ltallard's
Horehound Syrup will ours- that cough.
Mm. S-.. Great Fans. Montana, writes:
have toted Liallard's Horehound Syrup
In my family for years-my children
never Suffer with roughs." Sold by J.
Oehiseilla4er, long Bros. and C. 0.
Ripley.
Pee gnn -rant ads, for regatta.
NEW STATE INTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. 1Balley, Prop.
lieweet and best hotel in the cite
Rates $2.00. Two, large maniple
tooms. Rath rooms, Electric tights








Steamers Joe Fowler and John
aoplons, leave Paducah for k:vans
Yllie and way landings at II a. m.
Special excursion rate noir in et
teat from Paducah to Evansville an..
tertarn, 94.60. Elegant music on tlit
beat 'Pahl • unsu r passed.
STEAMER DIG/ FOWLER
Leaves Paiattaalt for Cr 'Jo atrd
landings at 8 a. m. *harms, daily, ex
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rate
cow In effort from Paducah to Cali,
and return, with or witaout meek
Sad room. Good Maisie and table an
earpassed .
For further Information apply ts
I. A. Fowler General Pam. Agent, 07
Steen Fowler, City P. Agent,




Alillern By CHARLES KLEIN.
Story of Amer-tram Lift Novelised From tlio Play by
JRTIIUR HORNBLOW.
COPYRIGHT. 1906, BY G. W. DILLANCIIAM COMPAPT.
-Ver 
(Continued from last Lassie.)
CHAPTER XVI.
Shirley reached her
mews she broke down
conspit.tely. She threw her-
self upon a sofa and burst
into a fit of violetat sobbing. After
all, she was only a woman, and the
erdeal through which she had passed
mould have taxed the strongest pow-
ers of endurance. She had borne up
courageously while there remaiued the
faintest chance that she might succeed
in moving the tipancier to pity.- but
now that rill hopes in that direction
Were shattered and she herself had
been ordertel harshly from the house,
like any ordinary malefactor, the re-
action set in. and she gave way freely
to her long pent-up atinuish and dis-
tress. Ne•thing now could save her
fethee-Ret-evew-the• journey to- Wiselie
ington which she determined to take
nevertheless; for, accordijag to white
Stott had said, the senate was to take
a N;tte that very night.
She looked at the time-11 o'clock.
She had told Mr. Ryder that she Ns ocid
let ve his !Wane at once, but on reflec-
tion It was hopoesihie for-a girl same
to seek a room at that hour. It would
be midnight before she could get her
tillage packed. No, she would stay twi-
tter this hated roof melt mole and
a1i. tale; the first train to W
ton. There was still a chance that the
siee might he delayed, In which cum
she might yet stweeed in winning over
route of the senators. She began to;
gather her tillage together and was
thus engaged when she heard a knock
it her dopr.
"Who's therer she settled out.
"It's I," rep11.s1 a fattener voice.
Shirley went to the dour and opening
It found Jefferson on the threshold.
He made no attempt to enter, nor did
she Melte, him In. Ile looked tired
and careworn.
"Of course, you're not going to-
night?" he asked anxiously. "My fa-
ther did not mean toenght." •
"NO, Jeff." she anal wentile: "not to-
!dela. It's n little tee late. I did not
realize it. Tomorrow morning. early."
Ile seemed reassured and held out
his band.
"Good nighttleareet. You're a brave
girl. You made a stilendid fight."
"It didn't do much meet" she replied
in a disheartened, esthete way.
"But it set him thinking." reteined
Jefferson. -No one ever spoke to my
father like that Ind ere. it did him
good. lie's still plarthiug up and
down the library, chewing the cud"-
Noticing Shirley's tired face and her
eyes, with great black Circles under-
neath. be stopped seort.
"Now, don't do any More packing to-
night." he said. "Go to agd. iind in the
morning I'll come up and help you.
Good night:"
"Good night. Jeff." she smiled.
He went downstairs, and after doing
stone more packing she went to bed.
But It was hones before she snit to
sleep, atiti then she dreamed that she
Was In the Rennet chamber and that
she saw Ryder suddenly rise and de-
neunee himself before the astonished
senators as a perjurer and traitor to
his country while elm returned to Mae-
Sapequot with the glad news that her
father was acquitted.
Meantime a solitary fegure renialw,4
In the library, paetng to and fro like ft
lost POW in purgatory. Mee Ryder
had returned front the play and gate
to bed. serenety ()Miriam of theatranla
In real Itre that had been enacted at
home. The eereants locked thelhonee
for tir night. and still John Burkett
Ryder walled the floor of his sanctem,
:eel late lute the small hours or the
mornitor the watchman going his lone-
ly' rounds saw a liele In the library
and the restiens figure of his employer
sharply silhouetted against the white
For the first Uwe in his Ilfe John
!Cyder realized that there was some-
thing in the world beyond self. Ile
had seen with his own eyes the-sacri-
flee a daughter will make for %dale
ther she _Wes, and he aekedeiamseif
what manner of n man that tether
could be td inspire such-devotian in his.
ehild. He probed into his own heart
and eonscienee and reviewed his past
eareer. He had been phenomenallye
successful, but he had not beeu happy.
Ile had more motley than he knew
what to do with, lint the pleasures of
lie domestic circle, which he saw oth-
er men, enjoy, had been denied to him.
Was he himself to blame? Had his
insensate craving for gold and power
led him to neglect Mime other things
In life which contribute more truly to
mates happiness? In other words, was
elsdife a mietitke? l'es, It was true
what this „girl !largest-he had been
merciless cud tins oreputeme n his deal-
ings with his fellow man. It was true-
that hardly a dollar of his vast forttme
had been honestly earned. It was true
that it had been wrung from the peo-
ple by fraud and trickery. He had
craved for pewei. yet now he had tast-
ed it, what a hollow joy it was, after
all! The pablie hated and deepised
11111I. EVOU MS so called friends and
business associates toadied to him.
werely because they feared him. Anti
iiiis Judge-this father he had pet-se-
-tiled Mid ruined-what a _better man
and eitineu he Was! How mush more
worthy of a ebild'a love and of the es-
teem of the world!
What had Judge Rosemose dente, aft-
er iii, to(Wen% the nightiel impish
went The aluelgamated tat e t s had
caused him to sager? If he land block
ol ;lee snie. be had done only what
Ins ,,:ith, t‘." rip ty' coin iuuuudtt 111:11 to
do. Such girl as Shirley Itestenere
could MA 1.14V1. had tiny other kind of
a tattier. AL. If lie bud had such a
daughter he might have been a better
man. If ouly to win las child's respect
and affection. John Ryder pondered
long mut deeply, and the more lie
ruminated the stronger the conviction
grew upon him that the girl was right
Laid he was wrong. Suddenly be look-
ed at his watn. It was 1 o'clock.
Roberts bad told him that it would be
an all night SeStit011 anti that a Vote
would probably not be taken until very
late. He unhooked the telephone and.
calling "ccutrul." asked for "long dis-
tam*" and e,,unect ion with W as h -
ton.
It was 7 o'clock when the maid en-
tered Shiriey‘s room with her break-
SW-found Us occupant up
sad dreesed.
"Why, you hnvent been to bed,
miss!" teelaimed the girl, looking at
tbe bed in the tuner room, which seem-
ed scarcely disturbed.
"No, Theresa. 1,--• couldn't sleep."
Hastily pouring out a cm) of tea, she
added: "I must catch that 9 ;o'clock
train to Washington. I didn't finish
pat-king until nearly- 3."
"Can I do euything Our you, miss?"
toquired the maid. Shirley was as
popular with the servants as with the
net of the bousehold.
"No," ariewered Shtriey, -there are
only a few things to go in my suit
case. Will yeti please have a eab here
In half attlhottr
The maid was ah011t to go whim she
suddeuly thought of aetuethine she
haul forgotten. She held out an eu-
velope elates she had left lying on the
tray.
"(lbe miss, Mr. Jerking itald to give
you this and master wanted to see yea
as aeon as you had finished your break
fast."
Shirley tore open the envelope and
took out the contents. It was a check,
payable to her order for $5,01k) and
signed "John Burkett Ryder."
A deep Minh covered the girl's face
as she saw ale money-a flush of an-
uoyance rather than of pleasure. This
man wbo had insulted her, who had
wronged her father, who bad driven
her from his borne, thought he could
throw his gold at lwr and insolently
Pend her her pay aS one settles haughti-
ly with a servant discharged for im-
pertinence. She would have none of his
money-the week she had done she
would make him a press-lit of. She re-
placed the check ia the envelope and
passed it back to Theresa.
"Give this to Mr. Ryder and tell him
I cannot see hint."
"Rut Mr. Ryder said"- insisted the
girl -
"Please deliver my message as I give
it," commanded :Mirky with authority.
"I cannot see Mr. Ryder."
The maid withdrew, but she had
barely closed the door u-hen It was
opened again and Mrs. Ryder method
in without knockine. She iVaa all flus-
tered with exelteineta and in stab a
hurry that slie had not even stopped
to arrange her toilet.
"My dear Miss ilreen." she gasped,
"what's this I bear--going away sud-
denly 'without giving me warning?"
"I wasn't engaged by the month,"
replied Shirley dryly,
"I know„demt, I know. I was think-
ing of tnyself. I've grown so used to
you-how shall I get on without you?
No one understands me the way you
do. Dear tildr The whole hpupe is up-
set. Mr. Ryder never went to bed at
all last night. Jefferson is going away,
too-forever, he threatens. If be hadn't





We take pleasure in apnoune-
ing that we now have Denatured
Ateohoi for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the moat
economies] and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing di* or alco-
hol heater; It will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 736.
I50 4 pt5 and bottle;:5C rebate
11111,1•Nr bottle. cl.we
250 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
3bc 2 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
for bottle.:
S. II. WINSTED
Prompt Sala on 1el4tione Orders.
7.7. Seventh audiiiromtuAi.:
)
shouter never base known you iutetw1-
4141-Io leave us. Sis bey'* twig-Nevem
going-eVerY One's deserting me!"
Mrs. Ryder was not aerustoinevi to
suety  Ittehts or orittery,-Ithal
she aunk exhausted on a -hair, her
oyes lining with tears.
"Did they tell you who I nut--the_
-daughter of Judge Itessmorer de-
manded Shirley.
It bad-been a shock to Mrs. Ryder
that morniug when Jefferson burst
into his mother's room before she was
up and acquainted her with the events
of the previous evening. The news
that the Miss Oreeu whom she had
grewn to love was really the Miss
itessmore of whose relations with Jef-
ferson her bunband stood In such
dread was far from affecting the
!inductees wife 114 it had Ryder him-
self. 'To the mother** slmele Mel 'O-
vum:nip wind, free fioni prejudice and
ulterior motive, the girl's etiaracter
was more important than her nut-.
and certainly few could nod blame her
sou fur loving such in woman as Shit-
ley. Of course, It was unfortutunte for
Jefferson that his father felt this bit-
terness toward ,Judge Rossmore, for
elle herself souk] hardly have wished
tor a more sympathetic: daughteraln-
law. She had lea bee husband
since the previous evening at dinner,
so was in complete ignorance as to
what lie thought of this new develop-
ineut, but tho seethes sighed as sdie
thought how happy It would make her
to Mee Jefferson happily married to the
girl of ale owu choice, und in her heart
she still entertained the hope that her
husband would see it that' way and
fhtii prevent their son from leaving
them as Ill' thrt•ateIled.
(To be conthimel In smit issue.)
1THE RAID ONMINERVA ISLAND.'
A Humane %instal.
A human' Cteen of Richmond.
lud., hr. U D Willoims, 107 West
Main street, ea.,' "I appeal to all
persons with et lc lungs to take Dr.
Kiug's New "Diseivery, the only rem-
ely that has he lped me• and fully
rotors up to the proprietor's recom-
mendation " It wises more lives than
all other throat and lung remedies
put together. Used as a cough and
oil cure the world over Cures
asthma, bronehies, croup, whooping
rough, quinsy, hoanleness and
phtbisic, stops hemotrhages of the
lungs and 'builds them up. Guarand
tedd at all druggists. 50c and $1.00.
Trial bottle (fee.
The Smelts Were lilting.
John quinsy Adams, of Massaelet-
setts, third of that name, who died
about ten years ago, was very fond
of fishing, and not enpee.laily fond of
his k-gal profession,
One day, the story runs, a ease in
which he was (name] Was down for
trial in a Massachusetts court. Mr.
Adams did not make his appearanse,
but sent a letter to the Judge.' That
worthy gentleman read and they
postponed tho case with the an
neemen t •
"Mr. Adieus. Is detained. 'on im-
portant business."
it was afterward learned by a col-
league of Adams that the letter read
as follows:
"Dear Judge: For the sake of old
!mak Walton. please contitaue my
case till Friday. The smelts are bit-
ing, and I can't leave."-New York
Times.
Health In the Canal Zone,
The high wages. pail make it a
mighty temptation to our young arti-
sans to join the force of skilled work-
men needed to construct the Panama
canal. Many are restrained, how-
ever, hy the fear of fevers and ma-
laria. It is the knowing ones-those
who have used Electric Bitters, who
go there without this fear, well know-
ing they are safe from malarions In-
fluence with Electric Bitters on hand.
Cures Mood poison, too, braiwiesess.
weakness and all stomach, liv. r and
kidney troubles. Guaranteed by all
druggiste. 50c.
A Modern Joshua:.
United States Judge,Emery Speer,
of the southern district of Georgia,
reeently had before his court a type
'cal Georgia mountaineer on the
charge of illicit distilling.
• "What's_ your name?" demanded
the eminent jurhet.
• "Joshua, jedge," drawled the prie-s
oner.
"Joshua,, who made the sun stand
still?" smiled the judge, in amuse-
ment at the laconic answer.
"No, sir. , Joshua, who made the
moon shine," answered the quick-
witted mountaineer.
And it is needless to say that Judge
Speer made the eentence as light as
he poseibly could, saying to his
friends in telling the story that wit
like that deserved scamp recompense.
The Touch That Heals
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arniret
Salve, it's the happiest comhIndtion
of Arnica flowers and healing balleatne
ever cenipouuded. No matter how
old the sere, or ulcer is. this Salve
will cure it. For burns, scalds...as,
wounds or piles, It has no equal.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 25e.
"1 wish I knew how to make in
barrel of money,"
"I'll tell you how."
84:7):::ia keg- in advertising?" --
•
Washington Herald
It isn't easy Par. a man to keep
root 'whew It is up,to MIS to choose
between the frying pan tit d the tire
(OriginaLl
"Boat, ahoyi Any harbor
Island?"
"Yes, bat you can't go in there."
"Why not?"
"That'-s- arine-rva island. Occupied
and managed by Women. They don't
allow aim men there. Got guns
mounted to protect the channel."
"Old girls or young ones?"
"Mostly young Ones."
That was euteigh for the yachtsmen.
A (-outwit was held, and It was deter-
mined to make a conquest of Minerva
island or die In the attempt. There
were leein Pomeroy, Truby Miller,
Reid Scarborough and Henry laid-
Meet. They had all been graduated
the preceding June in the smile class
at college, rind Poineroy, the wealthy
one of the lot, had luvited the rest for
a summer cruise uu his yacht, the Vul-
cau. Ten minutes after the council
broke up they sailed between two
points of land up toward the harbor.
They had not gout' far before a boat
put off from shore tuanued by six
girls in white, with blue sailor collar's
and blue tam-oorhauter hats with
white bands. They came alongside the
efieht, and one in the stern politelY
roptested the party to keep off. Pom-
eroy bowed nearly to the deck and
declared that he had come to make
au inspection of alluerva island and
Write op an ate-taunt of it for the bene-
fit of the womeeof America who were
interested in it. Ile Wlibt Informed
that this would not be permitted.
Then, with a wanking to 'eared no
farther, the boat was pulled away.
The yacht sailed on up the channel
between two forts. Suddenly is (amen
girls in each fort sprang to the guns,
and two shots were fired simultane-
ously. One cut away- tee yacht's bow-
sprit; the other put a hole amidships.
This looked widens. The wreckage
forward oceasioned a loss of control.
'and the yacht (hires, down stern fore-
most. As soon as possible the anchor
was dropped, and the' Vulcan remain-
ed bore de etenbat half a mil, below
the forts. Not having guns aboard, an
offeuteve move was itnpractienble.
Soon after dark Henry Ituddock, a
scapegrace of the first order uhil the
crack liar of his class in collega, t:1-1
adieu to his ishiptuntes and, lemming
Into the water, struck out fur the shore.
Ile got within a few yards of It when
he gave a cry for help. A boat put out
trent a landing, and. .following his cries,
he was rescued. Taten ashore and
PPVIVIA. be was asked to explain.
"Thome men on the yacht," he gasped.
"are a set of devils. Just because I tul-
vomited letting you young ladies alone
they pitched we overboard, kuowine I -
couldn't swim a stroke."
"The wretches!" exclaimed the girls
t▪ once.,uw
I got as far as I did I don't
know. Permit me to thank you young
ladles for my life." The hltsottecw.oarndsd
were spa...1i in a tremulous
the girls simultaneously exclaimed:
"Pour fellow!'
Nothing was heard abeard the yacht
of the man who had been "thrown
overboard." He was treated kindly by
the owners and defenders of Minerva
island and at ono! started .* violent
love affair (conesialsnl. of course) with
the captain of the battery. The next
evenlne Trilby Miller was pulled he
the dingey under sorer of the darkness
past the forts tip to the main dock near
where were the principal buildings of
the cotnnamity. Ile. too. was "pitched
overboard" and, reaching the dock,
asked the first Ny.0111:ill he met to take
him at ouee before the governor or the.
island. The governor scowled, and al
h r told hin story. Ile had swum aabore
to Inform the ladies that the men on
the yaelit were intending to tow the
yacht past the forts at miduight with
the dinirey. He had, protested, lint
without avail, and had then resolved to
spoil the game.
The gov..rnof informed him that a
searchlight was its position and would
be used if the night was SO dark that
It woull be needed, but since the moon
would rise at 10 o'clock it would prob-
ably not be needeal. She thaneed
however, for his noble conduct and or-
dered Mtn treated well till he could
beN"onattaten isii7e. wns made to press the
forts, mid the next day a man was
seen from the shore to cut the dingersi
painter and pull away front the yaeht,
followed by shots.' It was Somber.
I ough, who came ashore with another
I coek and bull story about the Men on
the yacht and their Intention to steal
ashore In n body and put the denizens
of the isiend to the sword. Time crew
on the - yacht now consisted of Pom-
eroy, who was obliged to fire revolvers
-with both hands to make an appear-
anee of men insfetid of it man. Then
Pomerey (lewdest, anti the four men
agreed to proteet ths women nemlute
those who remained in the yncht, aria
ese_one slimed get ashore If it required
all their four lave( to prevent It. The
yacbt was now lying at anchor with-
out it soul aboard.
Several days passed. The yachtsmen
averred that the deserted appearance
of the yacht indicated some underhand
cutthroat sehetee was to he perpetrat-
ed. On the PTYlling of the fourth day
the men asked for a bost to reeon-
meter. It was given them, mid they
left the dock, never to be seen on it
again. The next morning the yacht
was nowhere to be seem and four of
the girls failed to sneerer to roll
namely, the captain of the battery, one
tutor and two seniors.
The governor called the cofemmilty
together in the chapel and pointed out
the wisdom of their ...surge In keeping
aloof front treacherous nem Rut ft
guard of illiterate, red trended, squiggle
toothed men was hired to proteet the
harbor. S. MINTER HALSEY.
Redd-"Don't you think•the auto-
mobile has made area better?"
Greene-"Stere thing! I never preyed •
Iso nitmh in alt my life as; I have




Known u the Business Schools
InSITIONS SEC'URED or MONEY
A MIMS IN 17,0a•FREE "romi. keepi"s, Rankine.
Sitort Is rind, IS-u-
eatanshto, Artturnette, Telegraphs-, Letter
Wilting, Law, Mechanical Drawing, ease
PIDUCAH, 31
.e or Evansville, Mewl)
Indorsed by Business Era. Incorporated. $100,0(10.00 Capital




I nese s.:nstish, I- 1:i I. fir
ft() rj/ u: lwrsons In etteth county, etetar
!attend a buslmCLIP und send
paper) to Draus,
I 8ROADWA1;
las or At. Leuis,
WHITE RAT REPLACED MALI.
Irriitir Nat aro Faker !4t or) t
V. /1 Jersey-111 True, it
• is .1\11m:eel. I
N. s Vt. i.-. .S -:'I. : ‘ ' ,
I'0.—,,!1Jt.. 1.I , ..-. N:t; (II, lll'. i o a I,:
Ldlound 1. Cvnatil. ut \' :' ,'-,. N .1.
when the halyr Ids on a thi6 -:oui ,
thineole be tee tall One of the littie
rodents remored it. dereage.
eir. Comfit gave a children's lawni
party at hiahones in Grove avenue in'
honor of his on Edmund's niuth 1
terthdey. A flagpole his steed .on
the lawn for welly years, and it, as
eell aa• the rope with whirl' the time
V . a: raises! had berome rotten. .Tie.
ci edition if the muff was Fuck that
It was unsafe for ally one to attempt
to slimb it. ' Albert Wolff, 13 years
old, son of :r. neighbor, thouicht tile
ferently.
'satr. Condit," he said, "Jimmy can
take a light cord_ up to the top of the
pole and run it through the pulley.
Nt'hen he comes down with the end
se can put a new rope to raise th.
tlag With." .
"No, 'sir." was Mr. COUdirS FPI
phatie answer. "I will permit tie
boy-e-
a "limn* ain't no boy," Albert inter-
rupted. "It's my pet white rat.- aud
he'll de just what I tell hint."
Albeit then started for his home at
Top speed. returning a few minute-
later with a large white rat perched
on his shouldee. A ball of. twine wa
procured and unrolled. The end of
the stritig was next tied around the .
rat's body, ami .V.hert plased'the .•
tle animal against the side of I.
1,01e and poilit7qt up, Without (C-
IO :-hug a moment, he began the climb
'and was ,00n On the ledge Just under
the ha:1 which surmounts the pule
'What next to do Jimmy did not knotsamid, although Albert shouted ail
sorts of instructions to ids little per,
he could not understand.
Finally Mr. Condit seta that tbe
rat. had shown remarkable intent-
gen.e, bet that to carry the cord
through the pulley bionic was too
much to ask. Albert Bahl nothing,
hut, ealling Jimmy- down, he took the
rnt again on his shoulder and started
for the barn. In a few minutes he
again r*turned, bringing with him a
heave pulley.
The cord was again tied•about the
rat and the boy haUttim pass through
the rope hole in the block again and
again, until the lesson wits thorough-
ly learned. Again the little animn1
was placed against the side of the
flagpole withthe cord about his body
and swan It started upward. This
time there was ro hesitancy 'on the
part of Jimmy .rhout . what to cite
When the pulley was rea.:.bed he
crawlsl through the hole. whi,h'.wits
of unusual size, partly because of iti
ratted condition, with the string, and
down the pole again.
The role was attached to the cord
aud adjusoid. and the stars end
stripes was fastened and the chil-
dren's paddrivas enjoyed beneath its
now-ring tolds, thanks to Albert and
his trainedoat Jimmy.
41, Era A REPt T %Tin%
Ton are after, WhitC: Cr•
tugs' has it world wide
the best of all worm et-,-tu ,
for Its tonic ina tie• nee Olt Weak .uto I
thrlfty children It Improves no
gestIoll and ela,stallatioo of 11,.
strengthens tb.,,r --oe,r%on.
restores them •,, h. I ui  uei . ,
oral to a Child. II le- ,
happy t hiltr-g-t- fvf \V I
cream Vercrilrus. 7 d1 ttehlseitbe
iLatur Tiros. tine e tt. ttipb, v
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR CoLuec Se5 $151rs
lr"al Blie 
Ire.
AND ALL I SHOAT Me LUIti6TnOULEi 
47117177?7=3ATISIt
OH MONEY .e..E.EUrIDED.
Louisville. Ky. Special ex-
cursion Septsinhod, 3rd, 1907.
Train leaves Paeucah 9:3-0 it.
1n., returning leaves Louis-
ville 5,14.1111.-r 5th. I p. tn.
Round trie
Madisn sale, Ky. Account
Kentucky Sunday schoul
sociatior. Dates of sale Au-
Aust 21:. 27, 25, final limit Au-
gust 311St.4,Round trip $3.45.
Lonisviae, Ky.--Special ex-
enrsion, Augti,t :7. Good re-
tie tOig AtiT4ust 29. Round
trip $Sdal. "Teiln leaves
Priam It 12• IS p ni., return-
ing lea. Se
Jatittestowte Va. - Exposi-
tion, April Pltli to Nevember
:kith-- 15 days; $2:1.75. I 'moll
excursious on special dates;
fIS.011 every Teesday; Inuit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ttoket Fit hit and
Broadway or Union Depot.




The Evening ease-inc. a erect.
Oak Dale Hotel
l3rc3c•kpi..•rt, IlL
Oates $1 a Soy. freteitimi at
Mrs. J. I. laelmaa, Preftalraft
111111••••..
_
el ol is tali TENNUISEI.
istt tit pteleICT reitil'ANT





ISPAV04 Melt. fer Tenn.-rifler River
Every W."liteelay at • p. te.
I. W. \VIM:Ill'. %lamer
2141:EN1.7 Itoe.laSo'flitsN (leek
:01.11 ti) Is pot responsible
(or Invitee chn ryes utiles? eolleced by
:ht fleck of th, I , .t
Special elteursion rate* from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Faro for the round
TIP . beeves Padureth every
s-ereaaisiv st 4
HENRY 'HAMMEN, JR.
". REMOVED TO THIRD AND
SEMI relit ,
Rook Plodleg, Hank Wort, Legal
and Libeler, Work a specialty.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
a••
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in 1)9nd Witiskies
•
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depcnd on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-




Is nine summers old. The gov-
!mem stamp will so indicate,
 411.111INIINNII
Dictionary Weston'.
"Haberdasher" 14 from the 11.•
andie "hapurtasle" or "Maltase
meaning "Nivel...irk" or "trumpet\
"Hafr" is the Iceland word for cats,
and "task" signifies a pocket.
The word "milliner" is from "Mile
aner" --one who imported silks and
ribbona front. Milan.. •
"To show the white feather,"'
nor-ailing to prove oneself a toward, isl
a phrase burrowed from the cockpit.
Game fowls aro• red and black, but
white feathers would naturally -ap-
pear when there was any cross, and,
since the slightest impurity of etrale
la said to destroy the bird'a courage,
the half-breeds are not trained for
fighting. Long ago it becatne an ad-
age that any cotk would IWO on his
own runghill, but it must be one
without a white feather to fight in
the pit.
The correspondent who seeks jus-
tification of the phrase "some few" is
referred to the New York Bun, which
anewered a similar query some time
sinee. The Sun reported the finding
of "some few" in the English Bible
and in Shakespeare, and declared
that it had been used "some few thou
sands of hundreds of thousalsgs of
time*" by the best English authors.
It added: "The whole pack of Eng-
lish grammar, Is hitt a set of fossil-
ized rules and obiter dicta about this
wonderful, illimitable and passion-
ately living speech."--- Rochester
Democrat and Chroniele.
t'et must be some consolation to
know that you made your late hus-
band happy."
"Ohl yes. Poor George
heaven till he died." —II:ustrated
Bits.
was
"flow well Miss Smudgely (elks of
her travels abroad." "She never 'has
been abroad." "But she knows all
about the leading points of interest."
-Yee, front picture postals."--Cieve-
land Plain Dealer.
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
euugresentan A. 0. Stanley deliv-
ered an address to a mass meeting of
tobacco growers at Hopitknaville in
which he dealt large!) with the work-
ing of the tobacco truet. Among other
things he charged the trust with In-
spirang a recent arecie in an eastern
Paper purporting to give a history of
the so-called tobacco war in, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee.
The annotencement is made at the
war department that disciplinary
measures will be used if necessary to
put an end to the use by families of
arms otlicers of cars chartered by the
government for the transportation of
troops.
With the approval of Pope Plus,
Monsignor Agius, the apostolic dele-
gate In the Philippine Islands, has
Confided the religious administra-
nt:on of the islands to' the Belgian
congregations' in place of the depart-
ed friars.
The high court of justice at Abo
has sentenced 40 of the Sveaborg mu
tineers to four years' penal servitude
the two ringleaders to six and -five
years respectively, and severaiothers
to three years' imprisonment. •
Prime Wilhelm of Sweden In an ith
terview with a party of newapapet
men in New York expressed his de-
light at his reception in America and
his admiration of the American peo,
pie and their institutions.
The steatenreat tor New- Toeek clear-
inghouse banks rot the past week
shows that tbe banks hold $8.756.-
450 more than the legal reserve re-
quirements. This is a decrease of
$1,219.950 as compared with the ()re-
yioua week.
A case of plague :a reported on the
mail steamer Sierra, lust arrived at
Honolulu, a menther of the erew be-
rg T'
all been landed and the Wittig of the
!steamer will be delayed.Two attempts were made to via-se
passenger trains on the Erie railroad
a Yew miles south of Cleveland, but in
both cases the attempts were frustrat-
ed by 'the -timely discovery of the ob-
structions,
Mrs, Grace I. Bothrter, wife of Au-
gustus Bothneota theatrical manager.
committed suicide at her home ei
New York by shooting. She had been
in El health.
James R. Keene's unbeaten ,0 •,
Colin. won the Futurity Handout) at
Saratoga. Bar None ran second and
Chapultepec was third.
Cablegrams from Rome say that
Mount VPSIIIVilis continued in action
yesterday. The crater is slowly emit-





a suit lately tried In a Mate-
court the plaintiff had testified
his financial position had al-
ways been a good one Tee opposing
counsel took him in hand for cross-
examination and undertook to brsne
down het testimony upon this point.
"Have you ever been bankrupt?"
asked the counsel.
"I have note"
"Noe be careful " admonielted the
lawyer, with raised finger. "Did you
ever stop payment'!"
"Yes."
"Ab. I thought we should get at
the truth." observed counsel, wita
an unpleasant smile. "When did this
suspension of paynytat occur?"
"When I had peel all I owed," was
the naive reply of the plaintiff.—Ste-
cess Magazine.
In all races the mates brain aver-
ages 10 per cent, heavier than the
• -•' the woman.
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He Shuts Out Metropolis Bins
Without Mercy.
S4 ore k Teelve 'ft, Nothing end Mar-
rus Lail in Moe Does %Do.
.1.•rful Work.
%CODES IN THE. Biti LE 10,1*E.
With nearly fatetlees support an('
encouragement from ntany fans it
the grand stand, Southpaw Davis, th.
crack Murray pill shooter. ehut ou
the crack Metropola Blues at We'
lace park yestetday• afternoon by
were of 12 to 0. It was no more that
just that the big tweeer should ge
the shut out, having worked hard am
practically earned one Iwo weeks ate
when an infielder let a skimmer gu
past and threw the locals into th,
air. Everybody worked like a piece o
ntadOnery about the big pitcher, and
there was ginger-ea the game from
start to finch.
Block. Paducah?' star catcher,
•worked behind the bat for the visit-
ors. Doyle being handicapped wite
bruises, ad played good ball. Prob-
ably because he did not have his reg-
utar cat-Cher. Dee, -flee *Tar lifettopo-
lig pill shooter, failed to show up in
his tonal form. 'Me battery work be-
gan in the first inning when every-
body walked up and took a hit at
Dye. Several were doubles, and it
took the heart out of the Bates le
the outset.
Downs, a Murray infielder. worked
at Oen for Paducah, and showed up
well. Williams, another Murray boy.
payed the outfleld, and was conspic-
uous with the etick. E. El. Hay, a
Murray catcher, hanlied big Davis
andedid it well. His work was fault-'
Mee.
This afternoon the second game
will be played by the two teams. and
after yesterday's exhibition. tht
grand stand will doubtless b.- park-,.
ed.
The score yesterday :
Pad teeth
Met:rem:is









Cincinnati  I e 2
Pittsburg  6 2 2
Batteries-- - Smith and McLean;
'e ,its and Gieeon.
• Second game:
R H
Cincinnat I  2 tl 1
Pittsburg.   2 7 3
Batteries-- Coakley- and MeLeen:
('amnitz, Lerver and telosen
i nings.)Detroit, 5: St. Louis, 0,
Philadelphia. 3: Newt York, 0.
Washington'. 1; Boston, to
National League,
Chicago, 2; Cincinnati, 1.
New York, 3; Boston, e. (twelve
_
boy to Mr. Morris, and the latter,*
putting his hand on the boy's head.
said: "I don't know about that, but
for your sake I'll call it off."
"A boy who took honors at Yale
ought to be a successful man," Mr.
Morris ouce said to a
innings.) %hoist he met ,‘casually,
New York, 9; Boston, 6. (seven lie -I ant glad to hear you say that,"
lenge.) 
ah the response, "but I would hard-
Pitteburg, St. Louis 4 Ithirte.e. ly ,•xpect it from a man who hi
Innings.)
Philadelphia, 5; Brooklyn, 1
game o
Brooke n, 7; Philadelphia, 3
I'll innings 1
known as 'self-made,''
"Why one of the things I most
deeply regret is that I did not go to
one ot those great schools. When I
.ante from Europe I was thirteen
years old and had to go to work forLITTLE SToltIlee OE THE 
a man who was uneympathelle andLATE NELSoN elonIUS. unkind Traveling through the New
On on.- occasion when Mr. .Morris
England states. I used to sit down




with thZ1I head of one of the depart-
ments a negro preacher walked intto
he room.
As the preach, r tottered Mr Morris
lid: -Well. Sam, what call I do for
"We thought you might  "ju us."
aid the preacher. •'Wet have not
ome to you before."
"No, but lots of othe,s have." said
ttr. Morris.
The negro sighed and folding 'up
his papers turned to leave the roam.
As he went Mr. Morris watched him
and called him back as he reached
the door.
"Where is your place'!" he said.
"Ii it a big red brick building on
Dearborn street?" The man replied
in the affirmanye.
eeAtteregti."ittid-Itif. -Morris. "You
tell your folks that I will stop In
there some day. and if It is any good
I .will give something."
The next day Mr. Morris called,
saw the place and sent there $1,000.
"Any young man can le-ome rich
If he earns $5 a mouth and waves.",
This was the philosophy which Mr.
Morris often rehearsed for the bene-
fit of men who wanted to know bow
to amass wealth. But he always add-
ed, with a smile:
'But the saving is thr• important
part.•'
"I hegitn my career a: a wage of
$e a month and my board." he would
say. "I had saved $35 at the end of
the first year, and then I went into
business for myself.
"Young man it le the eastest thing
in the world, this making money.
All you need is resolution to spend
less than you make and a cheerful
disposition that will permit no dis-
ccuragetbent to.turn you aside front
tebur purpose.
"Now, go to work and aim for the
eighest place in yonrbusiness. You
can get there if you honestly' try.
But whatever you do. de honestly."
One day an old' stork raiser, who
had dealt with Mr. Morris for years,
came to Chicago with a trainload of
poor, underfed cattle. The old man
was pretty neatly "down and out"
and didn't even have enough money
to get home on. He tried to sell his
cattle all over the yardte hut no one
would buy-them. Finally he went to
"Nets" Morris.
"I can't buy those cattle." said Mr.
Morris "They are way below the
market and you couldn't get within
fifteen cents_of the market price for
them."
American leeerne. , "Take 'em for twenty-five cents
R g less than the market," said the stoekSt. Lou,:   1 10 2
Cleveland  2 8 3
Batten's Pee y and Stevens:





Mullin, Schmidt and Payne -
SATURDAY'S GAellee.
Aaneelotia George.
Chicage, 2, Clevehotd 2. (eight In-
raiser, but Morris said: "No. If I
give you less than the market you'll
think I'm skinning eon. end I don't
want that. Weigh 'Pm up. boys, and
I'll take them at the market price."
.......... is told that on one °em-
end Su Rion a commission merchant "fell
down" on his contract with Mr. Mor-
ris and the latter was about to en-
force it when the merchant Rent his
raventeen-year-old boy to interview
the packer,
"Father couldn't betp it," 'aid the
they were, like my notion of those
across the water, all of them princes.
el liked to think of the time I
could stop work and go to school.
You have been to one of the best of
them. Come to see me when you
can."
"If 'Nets' Morris ate a Mere of beef
steak he could tell you from what
!part of the country came the stees
from wheel It was cut." This coin-
went was made byi one of the old
stockmen at the -yards." who had
known Mr. Morris for years. While
it may not be literally true, It was
•
nearly so. He knew the stock raisers
as no other man.
_ —
Mr. Morris' whittling whistle were
well known in the yards. He de-
lighted in peeling the hark from a
stick and In whittling it into match-
wood. His whittling was so prover-
bial that this maxim was common
atnoag the cattle sellers:
"When Nein Morris whittles to-
ward himself look out for storms.
Don't try to sell hint anything. Wait
until he turns his knife find whittles
the other way, and then hes temper
will be cleared."
A sense of humor that showed
itself 'occasionally manifeeted Itself
One hot summer afternoon at the
stockyards when an associate said to
Mr. Morrie:
"I wonder where the coolest place
In the yard is?"
"Over there," replied Mr. Morris.
"I've looked everywhere else for my
lenty-ers and haven't found them"
Of his assistance to young men
many stories are told, One of them
runs that he met at the door of the
First National bank, of whtelzehe was
a director, a man, now a millionaire,
who-trope:mete troubled. When'. he
heard the diMculty Mr. Morris went
to the bank oMcers and said:
"If he hasn't got the assets 'for
further credit, he has the character,
Give him what he wants."
As three physiciansewere gathered
around Mr. Morrie for an examina-
tion preliminary to their .consultation
Sunday evening, the patient looked
from one to the ether, and then said
with a.alight smite:
"I'm is i place now where your
brains are worth more than ,my
money."
discoverer( that one of the bottles
ha&been presented to a Washington
lady by President Davis on the occa-
sion of his lest visit to Waehington,
when he held the final meeting of the farmer is to be envied, and, If he ,
depletid Confeierate eattinet in the not contented with his lot, he ,•
old Heard House There wasinformaalarking in wisdom. -- West Poe.*
lion which had been pasted on one News,
of the bottles to *how who the die-1
twinguished donor wate—Washingi Even
totteeenee Dispatch. ihas get
The Bob Dudley will arrive from
Nashville Tuesday night or Wednes-
day morning and leaves at noon Wed
meday on return trip.
The Dick Fowler end up todat
give employes an opportunity to
joy Labor Day,
The Joe Fowler left this morning
for Evausselle- with a good freight
trip,
The Cowling made her regular
morning trip from 'Metropolis today.
The Royal arrived on time this
morning from Golconda.
The J. B. Hchardson ran a col-
ored excursion to ()Oro yesterdite
ard had a large crowd. -
The Henry Har:ey and Buttorff a--
rived from Nasbv:Ile Sunday to lee
up until a better stage of water.
Tbe Pavonia Is In front Tennesee,
river.
The Blue spot cleared yesteresy
for Tennessee river.
The Lyda went to Cumberland riv-
er Saturday night late.
Captain Harry Mix, chief eacinee,
on the D:ck Fowler, got a leave of ab-
sence and went to Swan Lake, Ill., to
join his wife.
The City of Savannah passed up
last night from St. Louis to Tennes-
see river.
The City of Saltillo passed out oh
Tennessee river to St. Louis last
night.
The Heneretta got— in last night
from Tennessee river.
Observations taken at 7 a. In
Gauge reads 10.4. a rise of 0.3 in 24





Cat Itra‘..% tin' Fire.
The burnieg of Charles Van Siseet
stable and shat in Vesta avenue, near
Fulton street. Ti: Brooklyn, yesterday
afternoon gay., Chlef Duff and le
men a chance to do something inn •
way of nature study. The part
object was a scrawny looking ee
who insisted on hanglng around
throughout 1111 the exreernent and
Mewing pitifully, to the surprise of
the firemen and policemtn.
Despite the king and blows aimed
at her by the guardians of the peace,
she succeeded finally in breaking
through the hose-strewn area to the
smoldering huildtree. Even a tierce
stream of water turned on her by a
grtemeng firenom failed to do more
than swerve her momentarily [tom
her objgct. Making a quick (Loth for
the ruins, she reappeared. shortly car-
rying a kitten In her mouth, and ran
with It to the first dry spot she ceula
find., Another trip foeowed, and an-
other kitten was brought out. The
cat went bark. but the crowd wee
disappointed when she emerged with-
Put the expected burden. The cause
was revealed later, when Chief Duff
went in to "rubber" and found fry.
kittens all desd. New York Tribune
The Happiest man.
Tee happiest men in the land telin.
is the successful farmer HP sits ft
der his own sine mid fig tree. end' -
turbed by the maddening noise ei
the great city. Banks fall retinue:
go into the hands of receivers hotel
ing towns collapse, all liusinese etee
mites. But the wise farmer can ana
"Jeff" Davis' Wine Found.
A bottle of wine one owned by
Jefferson Davis was found here this
week. While Mrs. O. A. Alexander
was having cleaned out an old closet,
which for many years had not been his fingers at thee things. He is te•
used, she Caine across several bottles monarch of all he surveys on hi -
in a far corner of the closet. It was heoad acres. And the honesty of I,
boys and the purity of leia
guarded against temptations, and
them he is giving his country its hr




Twill bring the finest lot
of race and show horses
to Paducah that have ever




September 24, 25, 26, 27
Si x Thousand Dollars in PAses and Premiums
FIVE RIG RACES EVERY AFTERNOON
SEVEN RIG SHOW RINGS EVERY NIGHT
a-
